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0.1 Introduction 
The compact operators on a Hilbert space are those operators for which the image of 
the unit ball is relatively compact in the norm topology. These operators form an ideal, 
in the algebra of all continuous linear operators on the Hilbert space, which is closed 
in the uniform norm. In the case that the underlying Hilbert space is separable this is 
the only such ideal, while for non-separable Hilbert spaces the norm-closed ideals are 
easily characterised by means of cardinal numbers. 
The algebra of all continuous linear operators on a Hilbert space is a specific example of 
a van Neumann algebra, and the theory of compact operators and the ideal they form 
admit certain generalisations to van Neumann algebras. One of the characterisations 
of the ideal of compact operators is that it is the closure of the ideal of finite rank 
operators, and hence the closed ideal generated by the finite dimensi~nal projections. 
Kaftal has considered the ideal of so called algebraically compact operators, which is 
defined to be the closed ideal generated by the algebraically finite projections in the 
von Neumann algebra, and has shown that this ideal consists of those operators which 
map the unit ball to sets which have compact-like properties. This characterisation was 
generalised to arbitrary norm-closed ideals by Stroh. 
In this thesis we explore the extent to which norm-closed ideals in van Neumann algebras 
resemble the ideal of compact operators on a Hilbert space. We extend the theory 
developed by Kaftal and Stroh, and show that arbitrary ideals in van Neumann algebras 
can be characterised in terms of homologies and topologies. 
We also consider continuity characterisations of norm-closed ideals in von Neumann 
algebras, generalising the characterisation of the compact operators as being those that 
are continuous from the unit ball equipped with the weak topology, to the Hilbert space 
equipped with the norm topology. Furthermore we briefly consider sequential continuity 
characterisations as first analysed by Kaftal in the case of the algebraically compact 
ideal. 
Finally, in the case of a semifinite von Neumann algebra equipped with a faithful semifi-
nite normal trace T, we generalise the characterisation of the compact operators given 
in terms of the singular value sequence, by showing that the ideal of T-measurable op-
erators whose generalised singular function decreases to 0 possess many of the same 
properties as the ideal of compact operators. 
We now give a more detailed discussion of the contents of each of the chapters. 
In Chapter 1 we analyse the properties enjoyed by the set of projections that belong to 
a given ideal. Conversely, one can ask to what extent these projections determine the 
ideal in question. This old problem has been fully solved by Wright via the study of p-
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ideals; he showed that every closed ideal is the closed ideal generated by its projections. 
This generalises the fact that the ideal of compact operators is generated by the finite 
rank projections. In Chapter 1 we give a brief summary of the theory of p-ideals as a 
proper understanding of this theory is crucial for later developments. Furthermore we 
derive some new results, some of which are used extensively in subsequent chapters. 
We also give a number of straightforward examples of p-ideals, and introduce a class of 
p-ideals which we call O'p-ideals. 
In Chapter 2 we consider the quotient map 
1f': M--... M/I 
where I is a norm-closed ideal in a von Neumann algebra M, and spectral theory 
in this quotient algebra (which is in fact a C*-algebra). We also examine Fredholm 
theory in the quotient, as developed by Olsen for example, and show that the quotient 
algebra behaves very much like the classical Calkin algebra. Some of the material here 
is the work of others (although in many cases we offer new or improved proofs) but is 
necessarily included as it forms a basis for subsequent developments in the thesis. 
In Chapter 3 we show that for any ideal I in a von Neumann algebra, I not necessarily 
norm closed, there exists a topology t(I) on 1i which characterises I in that for x E M, 
x EI *> x: (1i, t(I)) --... (1i, II.II) 
is continuous. A dual bornological characterisation is also derived : we consider a 
bornology b(I), which is in fact the equicontinuous bornology of t(I), which charac-
terises I in that for x E M, 
x EI # xBn E b(I) 
These results apply in particular to the smallest ideal generated by a p-ideal, and we 
spend some time discussing this case, in order to prepare for subsequent developments. 
There are numerous parallels in this chapter to the theory of ideals of operators between 
Banach spaces as developed by Pietsch, and in particular to the characterisations due 
to Stephani of injective and surjective operator ideals. 
In Chapter 4 we study a total boundedness characterisations of norm-closed ideals 
by considering a generalisation of the measure of non-compactness. This function, 
called qz, is seen to satisfy all of the usual properties of the standard measure of non-
compactness and moreover determines I in that 
x EI # qz(xBn) = 0 
In the case that the ideal in question is the ideal of compact operators on 1i, the function 
qz does in fact reduce to the standard measure of non-compactness. 
In the la.st section of Chapter 4 we study an application of the function qx to left-
Fredholm operators. 
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In Chapter 5 we generalise the characterisation of the compact operators, as being those 
which are continuous from the unit ball equipped with the weak topology to the Hilbert 
space equipped with the norm topology, to any norm-closed ideal in a von Neumann 
algebra. Observing that the weak topology is determined by the p-ideal of the compact 
operators, we find that the topology which is determined by the p-ideal of the given 
ideal leads to an analogous characterisation. In this chapter we make substantial use 
of the theory of mixed topologies. 
In the last section of Chapter 5 we look at some ideals determined by sequential conti-
nuity criteria. It is known that the compact operators are those which are sequentially 
continuous from the Hilbert space equipped with the weak topology to the Hilbert 
space equipped with the norm topology. This has been generalised for the ideal of al-
gebraically compact operators by Kaftal but substantial hurdles remain in the general 
case. 
In Chapter 6 we suppose M is a semifinite von Neuma~ algebra equipped with a 
faithful semifinite normal trace T, and consider the algebra M of T-measurable operators 
affiliated to M. This is of course an algebra of unbounded operators. We briefly analyse 
the ideals in M that are closed in the topology of convergence in measure and see that 
there are a number of connections between measure-closed ideals in M and norm-closed 
ideals in M, some of which are established by means of further work with p-ideals. 
For most of Chapter 6 we study the ideal of T-compact operators, which consists of those 
operators whose generalised singular function decreases to 0. This gives an appropriate 
generalisation of the characterisation of the compact operators as being those operators 
whose singular value sequence decreases to 0. Furthermore, we show that this ideal 
satisfies many of the compactness-like properties of ideals of bounded operators already 
discussed. 
In the last section of this Chapter we use properties of the T-compact operators previ-
ously established to prove a commutativity result for the trace T. 
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0.2 Index of notation 
Our conventions for Hilbert spaces are as follows: points in Hilbert space will be denoted 













unit ball of the Hilbert space 1i 
convex hull of B 
closed convex hull of B 
absolutely convex hull of B 
closed absolutely convex hull of B 
closed subspace generated by B 
algebra of all bounded operators on 1i 
compact operators in B(1i) 
finite dimensional operators in B(1i) 
-power set of 1i 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between closed subspaces of a Hilbert space 1i and 
selfadjoint projections on 1i. On occasion, to prevent notation becoming cumbersome, 
we do not distinguish between a closed subspace and the projection onto that subspace. 
Remember that [BJ denotes the closed subspace generated by B. 
Our conventions concerning linear operators are as follows: we use x, y, z for bounded · 
operators and also densely defined unbounded operators in a Hilbert space. Bounded 
operators are understood to be everywhere defined. The symbol u will usually denote 
a unitary operator and v a partial isometry, although this will always be made clear in 
















domain of x, only used for unbounded operators 
D(x) C D(y) and xe =ye for all e E D(x) 
the identity operator on 1i 
x - ,\1 
spectrum of x 
resolvent set of x 
positive part of the self-adjoint operator x 
negative part of the self-adjoint operator x 
null space of x 
projection onto K er(x) 
right support projection of x, also called ... 
. . . the support of x. It coincides with 1 - N(x) 
range of x 
left support projection of x, which coincides with ... 
. . . the projection on the closure of the range(x) 
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A von Neumann algebra, understood to be a subalgebra of 8(11.) 
unit ball of M 
set of unitary operators in M 
set of self-adjoint operators in M 
lattice of self-adjoint projections in M 
algebra of closed densely defined operators affiliated with M 
commutant of M in 8(11.) 
centre of M, that is, Mn M' 
An MP, where it is usually understood that ACM 
An Msa, where it is usually understood that AC M 
two sided ideal in M generated by B C M 
closed two sided ideal in M generated by B C M 
p and q are equivalent projections 
algebraically finite projections in MP 
ideal of algebraically compact operators 
If p and q are equivalent projections in a von Neumann algebra M, and this equivalence 
is implemented by the partial isometry v in the sense that v•v = p and vv• = q, then 
we will notate this as p~q. . 
Topologies will be denoted by µ, v, etC. This applies both to topologies on Hilbert 
spaces or on von Neumann algebras. In either case the symbol 11·11 denotes both the 
norm, and the topology induced by the norm. Furthe~more: 
~ convergence in the topology µ 
wo the weak-operator topology 
so the strong-operator topology 
q the weak topology on 11. 
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0.3 Prerequisites 
The Spectral Theorem 
We will need some advanced spectral theory and operational calculus in the course of 
our work; it is appropriate to state in some detail the versions and results that we will 
be using. 
Much of our work is with bounded operators, but we will also make a substantial amount 
of use of the spectral theory of unbounded operators. When dealing with unbounded 
operators, we always consider closed densely defined operators. In particular, the sum 
and product operations are the strong operations i.e. the closure of the ordinary sum 
and product. This makes sense since the sum and product of closed operators are always 
preclosed. Furthermore, we follow the usual convention that the operator norm of an _ 
unbounded operator is infinite. 
Suppose M is a von Neumann algebra; denote by MP the lattice of all self-adjoint 
projections in M. The following definition will more than suffice for our purposes. 
Definition 0.3.1 A spectral measure is a Boolean algebra homomorphism 
B(C) -+MP : B-+ CB 
such that ec = 1. {Here B(C) denotes the algebra of Borel measurable subsets of C.) 
A spectral measure is said to be countably additive if 
00 
L CB· = euoo B· 
. ' icl I 
t=l 
for {Bi} a disjoint sequence in B(C). 
Theorem 0.3.2 {DS88} Theorem XII 2.3, [KR86} Theorems 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.6.18 
Suppose Mx is the abelian von Neumann algebra generated by a self-adjoint operator 
x acting on a Hilbert space 1-i. (For von Neumann algebras generated by unbounded 
operators, see {KR86} Remark 5.6.11.} Then u(x) C R, and there exists a countably 
additive spectral measure e.(x) with range in Mx that vanishes off u(x). 
We put 
Ct(X) = C(-oo,t] nu(x)(x) 
The family {et(x): t ER} is called the spectral family for_x, or the spectral resolution 
of x, and satisfies the following properties :-
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{b) The family is right continuous, that is, e8 (x) l et(x) ass l t 
{c) et(x) j 1 as t j oo 
{d) et(x) l 0 as t l -oo 
{e) xet(x) $ t et(x) fort ER 
(J) t (1 - et(x)) $ x (1 - et(x)) fort ER 
The spectral measure e.(x) is uniquely determined subject to the above conditions. 
Suppose Mx ,...., C(X), where X is an extremely disconnected compact Hausdorff space. 
Suppose further that x E Mx i.e. x is bounded. If x corresponds to f E C(X) then et(x) 
· corresponds to the characteristic function of 
-:----.,......,....--.,,..• 
Xt = { x E X : f ( x) > t} 
which is the largest clopen set on which f $ t. 
(If x is unbounded then a similar characterisation holds, although this is technically 
somewhat more complicated - and we will not need to make use of it - so we will not 
deal with it here. For details see {KR86} Theorem 5.6.12, and §5.6 in general.) 
The spectral family determines x in the following manner: 
{a) 
D(x) = {e E 1i: 1-: t 2 dllet(x)ell 2 < oo} 
(b) Fore E D(x) and ( E 1i 
(0.1) 
(0.2) 
·A closed operator x with domain D(x) dense in 1i is said to be affiliated to M if 
yx C xy for all y in the commutant M' of M. The collection of affiliated operators is a 
*-algebra with respect to strong sum, strong product and the adjoint operation. This 
algebra will be denoted 17(M). 
The following theorem deals with the operational calculus. 
Theorem 0.3.3 [DSBB} Theorems XII 2.6 and 2.9, [KR86} Theorem 5.6.26 
If Mx is the abelian von Neumann algebra generated by a self-adjoint operator x acting 
on a Hilbert space 1i, then there exists a homomorphism f ~. J(x) of the algebra B(u(x)) 
into 77(Mx), which maps the constant Junction 1 onto the identity operator 1 and the 




D(J(x)) = {e E 1i: l: lf(t)l 2 dllet(x)ell 2 < oo} 
{b) Fore E D(J(x)) and ( E 1i 
(J(x)e, (} = l: f(t) d{et(x)e, (} 




llf(x)ll = e.(x) - ess sup lf(t)I = inf sup lf(t)I (0.5) 
teu(x) ses(R) teBnu(x) 
es(x)=l 
{e) 
and so f(x) E M iif f is e.(x)-essentially bounded. 
u(J(x)) = n f(B) 
BEB(C) 
es(x)=l 
{f) If f is real valued then f(x) is self adjoint and 
for every BE B(C) 
(0.6) 
(0.7) 
(g) The map f--+ f(x) is a-normal, that is, if fn(t) i f(t) for e.(x) - a.e. t then fn(x) 
is increasing in the partial order and so-convergent to f(x) . 
. 
(h) If f = XB, where B is a Borel set, then f(x) = eB(x) 
{i) If f(t) = { ~ - ,\ ~~~ ! ~ ~ then f(x) = xt and e>.(x) = N(xt). 
Duality theory 
We assume some basic knowledge of duality theory for topological vector spaces and in 
particular the properties of polars, as found, for example, in (RR64]. 
First recall that any member of(?-£, 11·11)' can be represented as (., y} for y E 1-l, by the 
Riesz Representation Theorem, and it follows that (H, 11·11)' is conjugate-isomorphic to · 
H. 
Since polars are invariant under conjugation, it suffices to consider polars to be taken 
in H, rather than in (H, 11·11)'. Therefore we work throu'ghout with the pairing (?-£, H}, 
with the inner product replacing the usual bilinear form, and are able to apply all the 
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standard results concerning dual pairs to this pairing. Expressed less formally : we 
think of 1t as being its own dual. Thus we feel justified in using certain notation from 
classical duality theory, for example, we define for B C 1{, 
B
0 = {e E 1{.: I ( e' (}I ~ 1 v ( E B} 
From [RR64] Chapter II Lemma 6 we have that 
and from this it follows in particular that 
x-1B'H - (x*B'H) 0 
(x-1B'H)0 x*B'H 
xB c B'H '¢::? x*B'H c B 0 






We will also make some use of the properties of homologies, as found in (HN77]. By 
a vector homology on 1t we mean a family B of subsets of 1t satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(a) If B EB and Ac B then A EB; 
(b) if Bi, B2 E B then Bi + B2 E B; 
( c) if B E B and .-\ E C then .-\B E B; 
( d) if B E B then co B E B. 
A vector homology is said to be convex (or simply a convex homology) if in ( d) we 
have ac B instead of just co B. 
Most sources require that a vector homology covers the vector space in question, but 
this condition is technical and much of the theory stands without this condition. We 
will not make this requirement. 
A base for a vector homology B is any subfamily Bo of B such that any set in B is 
contained in some set in B0 • A collection Bo of sets is a base for a vector homology 
(called the generated homology) if and only if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) For Bi, ... , Bn E Bo there is a BE Bo such that Bi+ ... + Bn CB; 
(b) for B E Bo and A E C there is a B' E Bo such that .-\B C B'; 
(c) for any BE Bo we have co BE Bo. 
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The system will be a base for a convex homology if in (c) we have ac B instead 9f just 
coB. 
Reduced von Neumann algebras 
For x E M, Q E MP, we denote by XQ the restriction of Qx to QH, and by MQ the 
set {xQ : x EM}. MQ is usually called the reduction of M by Q. 
The commutant of M is preserved under reductions: that is, 
For a proof of this the reader may consult [Dix81] 1.2.1. It follows that MQ is a von 
Neumann algebra acting on the Hilbert space QH. 
It follows from the definition that the algebra MQ is isomorphic to the algebra QM Q. 
Denote this isomorphism by ~. We note that composition in MQ is given by 
XQ YQ = (xQy)Q 
The following result is well known. 
Lemma 0.3.4 
(0.13) 
Proof: Suppose p E MP and p :::; Q. Then 
PQPQ ~ QpQQpQ = QpQ ~ PQ 
and 
PQ ~ QpQ = Qp*Q ~ p*Q 
and so PQ E (MQ)P. 
Conversely, suppose XQ E (MQ)P. Then, in the same way as argued above, 
QxQ = (QxQ)* = (QxQ)2 
Thus QxQ E MP and certainly QxQ:::; Q. Since (QxQ)Q = XQ, the result follows. • 
We can therefore adopt the following convention concerning projections in MQ : while. 
in general a member of MQ will be denoted XQ, where xis in ~he obvious sense arbitrary, 
projections in MQ will always be denoted as PQ, where p is itself a projection in M, 
and p:::; Q. 
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Ideals in von Neumann algebras 
There are certain elementary results on ideals in von Neumann algebras that we shall 
need. These are summarised in this section. 
It is well known that the two-sidedness of an ideal in a von Neumann algebra is equiv-
alent to the self-adjointness of the ideal - see [KR86] Proposition 6.8.9. Furthermore, 
x E I<=> lxl E I (0.14) 
since if x = vlxl is the polar decomposition then lxl = v•x. 
The following result concerning the spectral family will prove very important. The 
reader should note that this result coincides with [KR86] Theorem 6.8.1. There is in 
reality no difference between this proof and the one appearing there, which 'constructs' 
the operator /(x) from topological first principles. 
Theorem 0.3.5 Suppose I is an ideal in M and x E I 11a. Then 
e(t,oo)(x) E IP for every t > 0 
and 
e(-oo,t)(x) E IP for every t < 0 
Proof: Suppose A > 0. Consider the function 
{ 
0 for t ::; A 
f(t) = f for t > A 
Then /(x) EM since f is bounded and 
f(x) x = (! · id)(x) = (X(.X,oo))(x) = e(.X,oo)(x) 




Corollary 0.3.6 Suppose x E I. Then for every E > 0 there exists p E IP such that 
llx - xplj ~ E or llx - pxll ::; L 
Proof: Suppose x = vlxl is the polar decomposition. Note that lxl = v•x EI, and 
hence p = e((,oo)(lxl) E IP by Theorem 0.3.5. Furthermore 
and this completes the proof of the first case. The other case is similar. I 
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r-measurable operators 
In Chapter 6, M will denote a semifinite von Neumann algebra of operators on a Hilbert 
space H. and T will be a distinguished faithful semifinite normal trace. In other places 
where a trace is mentioned, this assumption will also be in force. 
An affiliated operator x is called r-measurable if for every t > 0 there exists a p E MP 
such that pH. C D(x) and r(l - p) ~ t. The set of all r-measurable operators, denoted 
by M, is a *-algebra of operators on H. where the sum and product operation is the 
closure of the ordinary sum and product. The sets 
M(f,t) = {x EM: 3 p E MP such that llxpll ~ f and r(l - p) ~ t} (0.17) 
form a base at 0 (as f, t > 0 vary) for a metrisable vector topology T cm on M, called 
the topology of convergence in measure. Equipped with this topology, M is a complete 
topological *-algebra in which M is dense. In fact, if 
then 
Xn = v h_00 A de.\(lxl) E M 
n 
for all n E N, and Xn ~ x. For proofs of these facts the reader may consult Nelson 
([Nel74]), Terp ([Ter81]), or Fack and Kosaki ([FK86]). 
Suppose 
By [Ter81] Proposition 21, 
(0.18) 
µt(x) =inf { s ~ 0 : da(x) ~ t} (0.19) 
the generalised singular Junction of _x, is finite valued. Moreover, this function admits 
the alternative characterisation 
µt(x) = inf{llxpll: p E MP, r(l - p) ~ t} (0.20) 
Furthermore the generalised singular function and the topology of convergence in mea-
sure are related in the following manner: 
(0.21) 
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These results are due to Fack and Kosaki; for full details the reader is referred to (FK86]. 
It is interesting to note that the infimum mentioned above is actually attained when 
choosing the spectral projection eµ,(x)(lxl). This follows from the fact that . 
T ( 1 - eµ,(x)(lxl)) = dµ,(x)(lxl) ~ t 
(by (FK86] Proposition 2.2) and thus 
µt(x) = inf{llxpll : p E MP, T(l - p) ~ t} ~ llxeµ,(x)(lxl)ll ~ µt(x) 
In particular, we stress the interesting fact that the inequality 
is in fact an equality when () is in the range of µ.(x). 
For p E MP, it is easy to verify that 
(0.22) 
For the terminology appearing in the following items the reader is referred to (KPS82] 
and [DDP89b]. If l'(O, oo) is a rearrangement invariant symmetric Banach function 
space then the set 
l'(M) = {x EM : µt(x) E l'(O, oo)} 
is a Banach space of T-measurable operators when equipped with the norm 
and is a normed M-module with this norm. See [DDP89b] and (DDP89a]. 
In particular, for 1 ~ p ~ oo, 
£P(M) = {x EM: µt(x) E £P(O, oo)} 





As other examples of such spaces, we can mention the Lorentz and Marcinkiewicz 




In the study of norm-closed ideals in a von Neumann algebra, attention can be focused 
on the set of projections that belong to the ideal. As we shall see, the reason for 
this is that Wright showed in [Wri54] that such ideals are fully determined by their 
projections. In this chapter we first give a brief summary of the theory of p-ideals, as a 
proper understanding of this theory is crucial for later developments. Often we present 
proofs even for known results, both for the convenience of the reader and because it 
is necessary to become familiar with the applicable techniques. Furthermore. we derive 
a few new results, some of which we shall use extensively. Finally we examine some 
elementary examples of p-ideals. 
It is important to note that p-ideals are by no means the only known method of char-
acterising ideals. Wils has considered the problem of determining invariants for ideals 
in von Neumann algebras in [Wil70b] by making use of the dimension function of 
Tomiyama and the notion of 'ideal bases'. In fact Wils developed an extensive theory 
of characterising ideals via the dimension function. To consider these issues in any 
detail would take us too far from our aim of reviewing the elementary theory of p-ideals 
and giving some examples of p-ideals. We refer the interested reader to [Wil70b] and 
[Ols84] for more information. 
1.1 p-ideals 
Wright uses the following definition of a p-ideal which is due to Kawada, Higuti and 
Matusima. 
Definition 1.1.1 A p-ideal PC MP is a set satisfying 
{a) If p, q E P then p V q E P 
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{b} If P 3 p?. q EM" then q E P 
{c) If P 3 p f"oJ q E M" then q E P 
It is clear that condition (b) is equivalent to P being closed under meets. Thus a p-ideal 
is a (not necessarily complete) sublattice of M" which also satisfies the extra condition 
( c ). Note that if p~q then q = vpv*, so condition ( c) really is an ideal type condition. 
The following result will be useful in applications: 
. Proposition 1.1.2 In the definition of a p-ideal, condition (a) can be replaced with the 
equivalent condition 
(a') If p,q E P and p .l q then p + q E P 
Proof: It is clear that condition (a) implies condition (a'). 
Conversely, suppose p, q E P. Then 
p-pAqEP 
from (b ), and hence 
pVq-qEP 
from (c), since the parallelogram identity states that 
p-pAqf".;pVq-q 
Hence 
p V q = (p V q - q) + q E P 
from (a'). 
An immediate consequence is the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.1.3 {Wri54} Lemma 2.1 
Suppose I is an ideal in M. Then I" is a p-ideal. 
• 
We will denote the ideal in M generated by a set B by ((B)), and the norm-closed 
ideal generated by [[B]]. Of course we have that 
[[B]] = ((B)tll·ll ( 1.1) 
With the exception of the following technical result, we will have no use for one-sided 
ideals. All ideals are understood to be two-sided unless specifically stated otherwise. 
Denote by ((B the left ideal generated by a set B, and by B)) the right ideal generated. 
We include the proof of the following Lemma as it illustrates some important techniques 
which will be used again later. 
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Lemma 1.1.4 {Wri54} Lemma 2.3 
Suppose P is a p-ideal. Then 
P)) = ((P :-- ((P)) 
Proof: Suppose p E P and x EM; we show that xp E P)). We have that r(xp)::; p, 
so r(xp) E P. Hence l(xp) E P, since r(xp),..., l(xp). Thus 
xp = l(xp) xp E P)) 
This shows that ( (P is included in P) ). 
The converse inclusion follows likewise, and this completes the proof. 
As a consequence we have the following result of which we will make later use: 
Proposition 1.1.5 cf. {Wil70b)Lemma 2.4 
Suppose P is a p-ideal. Then 
((P)) - {x E M : l(x) E P} 




Proof: Suppose x E ((P)), then by Lemma 1.1.4, x may be expressed in the form 
I:.:~1 eiXii where ei, ... ,en E P and X1, ... ,Xn EM. Then l(x) :5 V'?=1e; E P, and so 
l(x) E P. 
The converse inclusion is immediate, while the second equality follows likewise. • 
Definition 1.1.6 A vector topology µ on M is said to be left or right solid if there 
exists a base U for the neighbourhoods of 0 such that 
or 
UBM=U 
respectively, for every U E U. The topology is said to be solid if 
BM u BM =U 
for all U E U i.e. it is both left and. right solid. 
A vector topology on M which is locally convex with a defining family of seminorms 
{fi : i E I} is solid iff 
for i EI and x,y,z EM. 
Similar (one sided) formulations hold for left or right solid topologies. 
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Examples 1.1.7 (1) The norm topology is solid. 
(2) The so-topology is left solid hut not right solid. 
(3) The topology of convergence in measure, restricted to M, is solid. 
We will make extensive use of the following proposition. In a certain sense it provides 
a tool for studying a large class of topologies on M by restricting attention to the 
behaviour of the topology on the projections. 
Proposition 1.1.8 Supposeµ is a vector topology on M and that 
M :::> Xa ~p E MP 
{a) Ifµ is right solid then r(x0 p) ~ p 
{b) Ifµ is left solid then l(px0 ) ~ p 
Proof: (a) Since x0 ~ p, we have that x0 p ~ p2 = p, since µ is right solid. Fur-
thermore, note that r(x0 p) ~ p. Then 
p - r(xap) 
µ 
-+ 
p - XaP + XaP - r(xap) 
p - XaP + (xap -p) r(xap). 
0 
since r(x0 p) E BM, andµ is right solid. 
(b) is of course entirely similar. • 
The above result was suggested by part of the argument in [Wri54] Theorem 2.4. In 
the case that µ = II· II it is fundamental in proving the original characterisation theorem 
of Wright, which reads as follows:-
Theorem 1.1.9 [Wri54} Theorem 2.4 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between norm-closed ideals and p-ideals, that is 
{a) If I is a norm closed ideal then In MP is a p-ideal and [[In MP]] =I. 
{b) If p is a p-ideal then [[P]] n MP = p. 
Thus closed ideals in von Neumann algebras are fully determined by their projections. 
Consequently, in the study of closed ideals, it often suffices to focus attention on the 
projections that belong to the ideals of interest. And certainly we can anticipate that 
studying the behaviour of projections will be simpler than studying the behaviour of 
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arbitrary operators. Of course, one of the reasons for this is the availability of the 
lattice structure on the set of projections. 
The theorem has a corollary which is obvious but deserves emphasis : it is noted in 
(Wri54] and proved in (Wil70b] Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 1.4. We give a proof for the 
convenience of the reader. 
Corollary 1.1.10 Consider the collection of all ideals in M and consider the equiv-
alence relation determined by their p-ideals i.e. ideals are equivalent if they have the 
same p-ideal. 
Then each equivalence class so determined has, with respect to set inclusion, a least 
member 
{x EM : l(x) E 'P} 
{where P denotes the p-ideal under consideration). and a greatest member 
[(P]] 
and the latter coincides with the norm closure of any ideal in the equivalence class. 
Proof: That {x E M : l(x) E 'P} is the least member follows from Proposition 1.1.5. 
Suppose I is any ideal in the equivalence class. Suppose x E I, then by Corollary 
0.3.6 we can for any given f > 0 choose p E In M" such that llx - xpll < f. Since 
xp E ((InMP)) w_e thus have that x E [(InM"]], since f was arbitrary. Thus IC [[P]] 
for any I in the equivalence class. 
Since I:::> (('P)) we have that I:::> ((P)tll·ll = ([P]]. • 
1.2 Examples of p-ideals 
We now turn to some examples of p-ideals. 
Examples 1.2.1 (1) Consider the collection P of all projections of finite rank in the 
von Neumann algebra 8(1i). It is clear that Pis a p-ideal. The ideal generated is 
the set of finite rank operators, often denoted :F('Ji), and the closed ideal generated 
is exactly K('Ji). 
(2) A projection p is said to be algebraically finite relative to M if whenever p ,..,, q ~ p 
then p = q. Consider the collection P ..... of projections that are algebraically finite 
relative to M. It is fairly easy to show that this collection is closed under sub-
projections and similar projections - [KR86] Proposition 6.3.2. It can also be 
shown - although this substantially more difficult - that it is closed under finite 
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joins - [KR86] Theorem 6.3.R Thus P,.., is a p-ideal. The ideal generated is usually 
called the algebraically finite ideal, and the closed ideal generated the algebraically 
compact ideal. We will denote the latter ideal by M,..,. 
(3) Suppose {Hi : i E I} is a family of Hilbert spaces, and Mi C B(Hi) are von 
Neumann algebras. 
Recall that 
$Hi= { {ei}: ei E Hi, L 11ed1 2 < oo} (1.4) 
~1 ~1 
'equipped with the norm 
llUdll = L: 11edl 2 (1.5) 
iel 
is a Hilbert space and 
(1.6) 
equipped with the norm 
(1. 7) 
is a von Neumann algebra, with action 
(1.8) 
on B( <:Bie1 Hi). See [KR86] §2.6 and p. 336. 
Suppose Ii is an ideal in Mi. Then it is easy to see that 
(1.9) 
is an ideal in <:Biel Mi, which is norm-closed if each of the components Ii is 
norm-closed. Furthermore, <:Biel Ii has p-ideal 
{{pi} : Pi E I/} (1.10) 
(4) Suppose M is a commutative von Neumann algebra. We may identify M with 
some space .C00 (X, E, µ ), the algebra of multiplication operators acting on the 
Hilbert space .C2 (X, E, µ ). 
Then of course 
MP= {XA: A EE} 
which we identify with E itself. A subcollection A of E is a p-ideal iff it is closed 
under finite unions and whenever A E A and A :::> B E E then B E A. The 
equivalence condition in the definition of a p-ideal is satisfied vacuously, since the 
--relation reduces to the trivial equality relation in a commutative von Neumann 
algebra. 
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(5) Suppose Tis a numerical trace on M, and consider the collection P.,. of projections 
with finite trace. If p~q then 
r(p) = r(v'"v) = r(vv'") = r(q) 
and so P,,. is closed under similar projections. By the monotonicity of the trace it 
is closed under s~bprojections. Finally, if p, q E P.,. then 
r(p + q) = r(p) + r(q) 
and so P,,. is closed under finite orthogonal sums. It follows that P,,. is a p-ideal. 
Usually one supposes that M is semifinite, in which case it admits a faithful 
semifinite normal trace r. If M is a semifinite factor, then r is uniquely deter-
mined up to scalar multiples, and in this case P.,. and P,.., coincide - see [KR86) 
Proposition 8.5.2. 
The generated ideal 
((P.,.)) = {x EM: r(l(x)) < oo} (1.11) 
has been called the ideal of operators with finite rank relative to T, and the norm 
closed ideal [[PT]] the ideal of operators that are compact relative to T, by Fack 
in [Fac83) p 317. This terminology is quite illuminating. When considering the 
von Neumann algebra B(1i) equipped with the canonical trace, it can be verified 
directly that PT is exactly the set of projections with finite dimensional range -
smce 
r(p) = dim p1i 
(here dim denotes the Hilbert dimension) - hence ((PT)) is indeed the collection of 
finite rank operators and [[PT]] the compact operators. Alternatively this follows 
·from the fact, mentioned previously, that 'P.,. and P,., coincide, and the latter is 
dearly the p-ideal of finite dimensional projections. 
We will denote [[PT]] by M 0 • We will see more of this ideal, and its unbounded 
analogue, called the r-compact operators and denoted Mo, in Chapter 6. 
Besides ((P.,. )) and M 0 , there are a number of intermediate ideals that share the 
p-ideal P,,.. . 
A consideration of the ideal 
C1(M) n M = {x EM: r(lxl) < oo} (1.12) 
is very often the starting point for a study of non-commutative integration theory. 
It is the linear span of { x E Af + : r( x) < oo}. Traditionally this ideal is denoted 
MT and referred to as the trace ideal or trace class. In [DDP90] and [DDP91) 
this ideal is denoted H(M). 
The ideal C2(M) n M is also of some interest historically, and is often denoted 
NT. See [Tak79] for more details. 
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Suppose e(O, oo) is a rearrangement invariant Banach function space which is 
minimal, in the sense that H(O, oo) is dense in e(O, oo) - see [KPS82] II §4.5 and 
[DDP90] §2. It can be shown that e(O, oo) is minimal iff 
fX(o,n]--+ J, (I/I - nl)+ --+ Ill 
for every f E e(O, oo ). In particular, any rearrangement invariant Banach function 
space for which the norm is order continuous is a minimal space. Thus the spaces 
.CP(O, oo ), where 1 ~ p < oo, are minimal. 
It is easy to verify that for any minimal space e(O, oo ), 
H(O,oo) c e(O,oo) c {/: µt(J)--+ O} 
and so 
H(M) c e(M) c {x E M : µt(x)--+ O} 
and thus 
H(M) c e(M) n Mc {x EM: µt(x)--+ O} 
Thus 
P,,. = H(MY c e(MY c {x E MP: µt(x) --+ O} = P,,. 
and the p-ideal of e(M) n Mis exactly P,,.. 
It is known that µt(x) is a bounded function for each x E M. It is then easy to 
verify that 
P1 ~ P2 => .CP1 (M) n Mc .CP2 (M) n M 
Therefore we have the inclusion of ideals 
(1.13) 
((P,,.)) c H(M) c .CP1 (M) n Mc .CP2 (M) n Mc Mo (1.14) 
for 1 < p1 < p2 < oo; and these inclusions are in general strict. 
For the purposes of finding further examples of p-ideals we briefly consider the concept 
of 'generated projections'. For any B C 1i recall that we denote its closed linear span 
by [B]. 
Definition 1.2.2 [KR86} Definition 5.5.8 
A projection p E MP is said to be generated by a. set B C 1i (or, B is generating for 
p) if p is the projection onto [M' B]. A projection is said to be cyclic if it is generated 
by a singleton. 
Suppose now p E MP is generated by a set B. 
If MP :::> q ~ p, then 
q1i = qp1i = q[M 1 B] = [qM 1 B] = [M 1 qB] 
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and so q is generated by qB. 
If on the other hand p~q, then 
q1i = vpv*1i C vp1i = qv1i C q1i 
and so 
q1i = vp1i = v[M 1B] = [vM 1B] = [M 1vB] 
that is, q is generated by v B. 
Lastly, if p, q are orthogonal members of MP, generated by B1 and B2 respectively, 
then from [KR86] Proposition 2.5.3 
(p + q)1i = p1i + q1i = [M' B1] + [M' B2] = [M' (B1 U B2)] 
that is, p + q is generated by B1 U B2. 
We now have the following proposition: 
Proposition 1.2.3 Let P1 denote the set of projections that are finitely generated, and, 
for any cardinal a;;:::: ~0 , let Pa denote the set of projections that are generated by some 
subset of 1i with cardinality less than or equal to a . 
. Then all the sets mentioned are p-ideals, and 
(1.15) 
for any infinite cardinals a ~ /3. 
Proof: It follows from the previous calculations that all the sets appearing are 
indeed p-ideals. 
It suffices now to show that P dim 1t = MP. Let { ~~ : i E I} be an orthonormal base for 
1i which of course has cardinality dim Ji. Then 
and so 1 E Pdim 1t· • 
At this point it should be noted that Wright has considered families of projections which 
are mutually both orthogonal and equivalent, and analysed the cardinality properties 
of such families. His chief purpose in so doing was to derive a characterisation of the 
p-ideals in a factor; for details the reader is referred to [Wri58]. 
, Proposition 1.2.4 For a ;;:::: ~0 , the following conditions are equivalent:-
{a) p E Pa 
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{b) p = Viel Pi where each Pi is cyclic and I is an indexing set of cardinality less than 
or equal to a. 
(c) Each orthogonal family of non-zero subprojections of p is of cardinality at most a . . 
{ d) p = L:iel Pi where the Pi are orthogonal and cyclic and I is an indexing set of 
cardinality less than or equal to a. 
Proof: (a) :::} (b) Suppose pis generated by a set BC 1i of cardinality less than or 
equal to a. Fore EB let Pe be the projection onto [M'e]. Then 
sop;:::: Pe for all e EB, and thus p;:::: VeeB Pe· 
On the other hand, if e E span(M' B) then 
e = L:x'iei 
iEF 
for some finite F c I, x'i EM' and ei EB. Then 




B) c VeeBPe1i. Thus [M'B] c VeeBPe1i, and sop::; VeeBPe· 
(b) :::} (c) The following argument is basically identical to [KR86] Proposition 5.5.19, 
which argues the case a= N0 • 
For each i E I find ei E 1i that is generating for Pi. 




we have that Ai is countable for i E I. 
For any a E A, 0 #- q0 ::; p ::; Viel Pi, and so q0 pi #- 0 for some i E /. We show that 
a E Ai for such i. If a </. Ai, then qaei = 0, and so· 
and so q0 pi = 0, giving the required contradiction. 
Thus AC Ue1 Ai, and so 
card(A) ::; card(!)· N0 =card(!) 
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since each Ai is countable. The result follows. 
(c) =? (d) It is clear (via Zorn's lemma; see [KR86] Proposition 5.5.9 for a proof) that 
any projection is the union of an orthogonal family of cyclic projections. In the case 
that p E 'Pa, such an expression must have at most a terms. 
(d) ::} (a) Suppose p = EieIPi where Pi is the projection onto [M' ei] for some ei E 'H, 
and I is an indexing set of cardinality less than or equal to a. · 
Then 
p'H ::> u Pi'H ::> u M' {ei} = M' {ei : i E I} 
iEl iEl 
and so { ei : i E J} generates a subprojection of p. 
On the other hand, suppose f > 0 is given and e E p'H is given. Since the net of finite 
subsums of {Pi : i E I} is so-convergent to p, we can find some finite F C I such that 
For i E F find x'i E M' such that 
where n is the cardinality of F. Then EieFx'iei E span(M
1 
{ei}) and 
iEF ieF iEF iEF 






which shows that p'H c [M' {ei}J. Thus p'H = [M' {ei}], and p E Pa· • 
For convenience we will denote the p-ideal PN0 , i.e. the set of projections that are 
countably generated, by 'Pu· Condition ( c) above shows that Pu consists exactly of the 
projections that are countably decomposable or u.,finite (in the terminology of[KR86], 
Definition 5.5.14); or of countable type (in the terminology of [SZ79] §4.13). 
Note that in the case M is abelian, any countably decomposable projection is in fact 
cyclic - [KR86] Proposition 5.5.10. Thus if M is abelian then P1 =Pu. 
At the other extreme, in the case M = B('H), for any e E 'H we have that 
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It follows that 
'Pa= {p E 8(11.)1': dimp1i::; a} 
We now abstract one of the properties that the p-ideals 'Pa enjoy. 
Definition 1.2.5 A p-ideal 'P is said to be a up-ideal if it is closed under countable 
JOm. 
Examples 1.2.6 (a) It is clear from Proposition 1.2.4 (b) that 'Pa is a up-ideal for 
any a ~ N0 • This follows from the fact that for any such a, a · N0 = a. 
(b) We will see in Proposition 1.2.9 that for p E Z(M)", 
'P = { q E M" : q ::; p} 
is a p-ideal. It is clear that such a p-ideal would be a up-ideal. Indeed, it is closed · 
not only under countable join, but under arbitrary join. 
(c) 'P,,. is not a up-ideal. 
Proposition 1.2. 7 For a p-ideal 'P, the following are. equivalent :-
(a) ( ('P)) = [['P]] 
(b) 'P is closed under countable orthogonal sums. 
(c) 'P is a up-ideal. 
Proof: (a) :::} (b) Suppose (('P)) = [['P]]. Suppose {p; : i E N} is an orthogonal 
family of projections from 'P. Now 
n 1 II.II oo 1 
( (P)) 3 L: -:-p; :.:.:.+ L: -:-p; 
i=l Z i=I Z 
and so by hypothesis 





1 ) 00 I L -;-p; = v p; 
i=l Z i=I 
we have that V'f:1 p; E 'P, as required. 
(b) :::} (c) Suppose 'Pis closed under orthogonal join, and let {p;: i EN} C 'P. 
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Let q1 = Pt and for i > 2 let 
i+i i 
qi= VP; - VP; 
j:l j=l 
Now q, E 'P for all i EN, and {qi} is an orthogonal family, so V'f::1 qi E 'P by hypothesis. 
Since V'!=t qi = V'!=t Pi for all n E N, we have that V'f::1 qi = V'f::1 Ph V'f::1 Pi E 'P, and 
'P is closed under countable join. 
( c) :::;.. (a) Suppose 'Pis a up-ideal, and suppose (('P)) :::>Xi !!:U x E [['P]]. Then 
(2 l(xi)) Xi = Xi ll:U (Yi l(xi)) x 
and so (V'f::1 l(xi)) x = x, from which it follows that 
00 
l(x) < V l(xi) 
i=l 
Now l(xi) E 'P for all i E N, and so V'f::1 l(xi) E 'P since 'Pis a np-ideal. Thus l(x) E 'P, 
and x E (('P)), which shows that [['P]] C (('P)). • 
It follows from Corollary 1.1.10 that the previous result characterises the O'p-ideals as 
being exactly those p-idea1s which generate a unique ideal. We will find a topological 
condition characterising up-ideals in Corollary 5.3.6. 
Combining some of the previous observations we recover the following well known result: 
Corollary 1.2.8 For each N0 5a5dim1t, there exists a unique ideal in 8(1t) whose 
elements have ranges of dimension less than or equal to a. 
Here we say nothing about the existence or otherwise of ideals in 8(1t) which are not 
determined by cardinal numbers. In fact such ideals do not exist : it is a consequence 
of the work of Wright and Wils that in a factor the closed ideals are totally ordered by 
inclusion and are indexed by means of the cardinal numbers- see [Wri58] §4 and [Wi170b] 
Proposition 2.6 and Corollary 2.8. In fact it is shown that the lattice structure of the 
closed ideals in a factor is isomorphic to the lattice structure of the infinite cardinals 
which are less than or equal to the dimension of the identity operator - see the remarks 
in [Wil70b] §2. Here again 'dimension' refers to the dimension function of Tomiyama . 
. We have seen that there is a one-to-one correspondence between norm closed ideals and 
p-ideals. Note that so-closed ideals are norm dosed, since the so-topology is weaker 
than the norm topology. We are therefore motivated to ask if we can characterise those 
p-ideals that correspond to the so-dosed ideals. As a consequence we do in fact get a 
characterisation of the so-closed ideals. This result is essentially the same as [KR86] 
Theorem 6.8.8, where wo-closed ideals are characterised; of course the wo-closed and 
so-closed ideals coincide. Our proof is completely different, and is not claimed to be 
simpler; but it is inte,resting in that it makes full use of the technique of p-ideals. 
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Proposition 1.2.9 Suppose p E MP. Then 
p = { q E MP : q ~ p} (1.16) 
is a p-ideal iff p E Z(M)P .. 
Proof: Suppose p E Z(M)P. Clearly P is closed under subprojections. To show 
that Pis --closed, it clearly suffices to show that if MP3 e~q ~ p then e ~ p. Now 
e=v*qv=v*pqv=pv*qv 
so e?-l C p?-£, and e ~ p. Finally, if e .l f and e, f ::; p then by [KR86] Proposition 2.5.3 
we have that 
( e + f)?-£ = e?-l + f?-l C pJ(. 
and so e + f ~ p. 
Conversely, suppose Pis a p-ideal. Suppose we have any x E M. Then xp E ((P)), and 
so l(xp) ~ p. This shows that xp = pxp. Likewise x*p = px*p and so px = pxp = xp. 
Thus p E Z(M)P. • 
Theorem 1.2.10 The so-closed ideals are exactly of the form Mp for p E Z(M)P, 
and have corresponding p-ideals P = { q E MP : q < p }. 
Proof: We first note that MP is so-closed. If MP:::> Pa~ x, then Pa= PaPa ~xx, 
since multiplication is so-continuous when the first factor is norm-bounded. Thus x = x2 
since the so-topology is Hausdorff. Further, Pa ~ x, and so Pa = p~ ~ x•, since 
adjunction is wo-continuous. Again x = x• since the wo-topology is Hausdorff. 
It follows that if an ideal I is so-closed then, as the intersection of so-closed sets, so 
is IP. Let p = VIP. From the elementary theory of the lattice of projections we 
have that the net of finite joins of members of IP is so-convergent to p - see [KR86] 
Proposition 2.5.6, for example. Thus p E IP. 
It is then immediate that IP . {q E MP: q ~ p}. It then follows from Proposition 
1.2.9 that p E Z(M)P. Furthermore as previously mentioned IP is a O'p-ideal, and so 
((IP))= [[IP]] by .Proposition 1.2). 
Finally, if x EM then xp E ((IP)) and so Mp C ((IP))= [[IP]]. On the other hand, if 
x E [(IP]]= ((IP)), then r(x) E IP and so r(x) ~ p. Therefore x = xr(x) = xp E Mp. 
ThusI=Mp. 
Conversely, Mp is clearly a so-closed ideal if p E Z(M)P. • 
We now briefly consider the behaviour of p-ideals and ideals under the taking of reduc-
tions. Suppose Q E MP, we consider the reduced von Neumann algebra MQ. Recall 
that we follow the convention that any projection in MQ is represented as PQ where p 
is a projection in M. 
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Definition 1.2.11 Suppose Pis a p-ideal and Q E MP. The p-ideal reduction of p by 
Q is 
'P$Q = {PQ : p E 'P, p :5 Q} (1.17) 
It follows from Lemma 0.3.4 that 'P$Q coincides with {PQ : p E P} n (MQ)P. It is 
important to note that 'PQ = {PQ : p E P} is not necessarily a p-ideal, since it is not 
necessarily a collection of projections. 
Suppose I is an ideal in M. Let 
IQ = { XQ : x E I} (1.18) 
Then it is easy to verify that IQ is an ideal in the reduced von Neumann algebra MQ, 
and that IQ is closed if I is closed. 
The suitability of the definition of the reduction of a p-ideal is borne out by the following 
result: 
Proposition 1.2.12 Suppose I is an ideal of M. The p-ideal of IQ is (IP)$Q· 
Proof: It suffices to show that IQ n (MQ)P = {pq: p E IP,p :5 Q}. 
So suppose PQ E IQ n (MQ)P, so p E MP, p :5 Q and there exists x E I such that 
QxQ = QpQ = p. Thus p E I. -
The converse is even simpler. • 
It follows via Theorem 1.1.9 that if P is a p-ideal then 'P$Q is indeed a p-ideal in the 
von Neumann algebra MQ. 
Proposition 1.2.13 up-ideals are preserved under reductions. 
Proof: Suppose Pis a up-ideal, and {PiQ} C 'P$Q· Let p = V'i:1 Pi E P. Since 
Pi :5 Q for all i E N, we have that p :5 Q. Thus PQ E P $Q and 
v PiQQ1i = [O PiQQrt] = [O Pirt] = p1i 
•=1 •=1 •=1 
and so 
00 





Quotient algebras and Fredholm 
theory 
In this chapter we suppose I is a fixed norm-closed two sided ideal of M. Let 
7r: M-+ M/I: x-+ x +I 
be the canonical quotient map. 
(2.1) 
It is well known that M/I is an abstract C*-algebra when equipped with the canonical 
quotient norm and involution 7r(x)* = 7r(x*). A more or less direct proof of this fact 
may be found in (Tak79] 1.8.1; this proof makes use of two-sided approximate identities 
in I. In this chapter we will consider a concrete realisation of the C*-algebra M/I 
by use of the Gelfand-Neumark theorem, and extend it to a von Neumann algebra by 
taking the double commutant. We follow the convention of identifying members of the 
quotient algebra with their images under this representation; so the elements 7r(x) are 
considered when necessary to be operators. 
We denote by a the seminorm on M induced by the canonical quotient norm on M/I, 
1.e. 
a(x) = 117r(x)ll =inf llx - kll 
kEI 
(2.2) 
In this chapter we· will analyse the properties of a and use these to derive results on 
the essential spectrum of self adjoint operators: 
By analogy with the standard theory of Fredholm operators, an operator x E Mis said 
to be (left, right) Fredholm if 7r(x) is (left, right) invertible in M/I. We will consider. 
a quantity m(x) first considered by Olsen in (Ols84] which characterises Fredholm op-
erators. Here we derive a slightly improved characterisation and show, in analogy with 
Atkinson's result on Fredholm operators, that it can always be arranged that the prod-
uct of the operator and its Fredholm inverse be a projection. Furthermore we establish 
a ·new relationship between a(x) and m(x). 
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2.1 The Quotient Map and the Essential Spectrum 
We begin by examining the properties of a and the quotient map 1r. Note that 
a has kernel I 
directly from the definition; 
since M/I is a C*-algebra; 
a(x) ~ llxll 
a(xy) ~ a(x) a(y) 
a(x*x) = a(x)2 
a(x*) = a(x) 
a(x) = a(lxl) 
since if x = vlxl is the polar decomposition, then 
a(x) = a(vlxl) < a(v) a(lxl) ~ a(lxl) = a(v*x) ~ a(v*) a(x) ~ a(x) 
Also, for p E MP, 
0 ~· a(p) = a(p2) < a(p )2 ~ llPll 2 ~ 1 
and so a(p) E {O, 1 }. Hence 
{ 
0 if p EI 








We note that 7r preserves self-adjointness, normality, projections, positive operators, 
the order structure, the positive-negative decomposition of self-adjoint operators, and 
absolute values. That 7r preserves self-adjointness and normality is clear from the 
definition of involution in the quotient. That 7r preserves projections is clear. Since the 
positivity of an operator is equivalent to it being the square of some operator, it follows 
that 7r preserves positive operators, and hence the order structure. That it preserves the 
positive-negative decomposition then follows from the uniqueness condition attached to 
that decomposition - [KR86] Proposition 4.2.3. Finally, if x EM, then 
and so 
(2.10) 
by the uniqueness of positive square roots. 
We now mention some of the deficiencies of 7r, which we shall see are not too severe. 
Remember that the elements tr(x) are considered to be operators. We have that 
R(tr(x)) ~ tr(R(x)) (2.11) 
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since by definition R(7r(x)) is the smallest projection '1i in the von Neumann algebra 
generated by M/I such that W7r(x) = 7r(x), and certainly 7r(R(x)) does the job. One 
then derives the equivalent inequality 
. N(7r(x)) ~ 7r(N(x)) (2.12) 
However, these inequalities may be strict. For example, if we have an operator x EI 
. which is injective, then N(7r(x)) =1 and 7r(N(x)) = 0. 
Now if vlxl is the polar decomposition of x then 
and by direct calculation we find that 7r(v) is a partial isometry with initial space 
7r(R(x*)) and final space 7r(R(x)). On the other hand the partial isometry appearing in 
the polar decomposition of 7r(x) will have initial space R(7r(x*)) and final space R(7r(x)). 
So the polar decomposition is not preserved by 7r, but not in a serious manner : the 
only 'error' is that the partial isometry we get is 'too large'. 
Suppose now that x E M aa, and 
x = j t det(x) 
is the spectral decomposition of x, this being a Riemann-Stieltjies integral, understood 
in the sense of norm convergence. Since x is self-adjoint, 7r(x) is self-adjoint, and so 
u(7r(x)) CR. Furthermore, by the norm continuity of 7r, we have that 
(2.13) 
once again in the Riemann-Stieltjies sense. On the other hand we can consider the 
canonical spectral decomposition 
(2.14) 
in the von Neumann algebra generated by M/I. We want to relate (2.13) and (2.14). 
Of course {7r(et(x).)} is a set of projections, but it is not necessarily {et(7r(x))}, the 
spectral family of 7r(x). We do have that 
(2.15) 
f~r any t E R, but once again we have that this inequality may be strict. As before, if . 
we take an operator 0 ~ x EI which is injective, then N(7r(x)) = 1 but 7r(N(x)) = 0. 
Since the 0-th spectral projection of a positive operator is exactly the null space, it 
follows that 7r does not preserve the spectral family. 
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We can examine this example in some more detail. Note that by Theorem 0.3.5 we 
have that et(x) E 1 - IP fort > 0. Hence 
et(7r(x)) = { ~ for t<O for t>O 
but 
ir(e,(x)) = { ~ for t50 for t>O 
and so { 7r( et( x))} is not even a spectral family, since it is not right continuous at 0. In 
particular, this shows that 1r does not preserve countable meets, and thus joins, in the 
projection lattice. 
Nevertheless, the sets { 7r( et(x))} and {et( 7r(x))} are very closely related and furthermore 
the former fully determines u(7r(x)), as we shall now see. . 
We will need the following technical lemma, the proof of which is almost identical to 
that of [KR86] Theorem 5.2.3. · 
Lemma 2.1.1 Suppose x E M"0 and p E MP is such that 
{i} xp 5 tp 
{ii) x(l -p) ~ t(l - p) 
for some t E R. Then 
Proof: Implicit in (i) is the understanding that xp is self adjoint, and it follows 
that p commutes with x. Let Mx,p be the abelian von Neumann algebra generated 
by x and p, and let X be the extremely disconnected compact Hausdorff space for 
which Mx,p "'C(X). As usual {et(x)} denotes the spectral family for x; this family is 
included in Mx,p· Recall that if x corresponds to f E C(X) then et(x) corresponds to 
the characteristic function of -
...------..,......,---......' 
Xt = { x E X : f ( x) > t} 
which is the largest clopen set on which f 5 t. ([KR86] Theorem 5.2.2.) Now p 
corresponds to the characteristic function of a clopen set Yi, and f 5 t on Yi, since . 
xp 5 t p. Thus Yi C Xt and so p 5 et(x). 
For the other inequality, it suffices to show that if 6 > 0 then p ~ et-s(x), and for this . 
we need show that Xt-S C Yi. Now since x (1 - p) ~ t (I - p) we have that f ~ton 
Yt
1
, and so J > t - 6 on 1';1 • Thus 
Yi' C {x EX: J(x) > t-6} C clos{x EX: J(x) > t-6} = Xt-s' 
Thus Xt-s C l';. • 
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Theorem 2.1.2 Suppose x E M"a. Consider a concrete realisation of the C*-algebra 
M/I by implementing the Gelfand-Neumark theorem, and extend it to a von Neumann 
algebra by taking the double commutant, and consider the canonical spectral decompo-
sition of 11'(x) there. Then 
(2.16) 
for all t ER. 
Proof: We know from [KR86] Theorem 5.2.2 that 
x et(x) < t et(x) 
x (1 - et(x)) > t (1 - et(x)) 
and hence 
11'(x) 11'(et(x)) < t 11'(et(x)) 
11'(x) (1 - 11'(et(x))) > t (1 - 11'(et(x))) 
since 71' preserves the order structure. Thus for each t E R, 11'(et(x)) satisfies the 
conditions of Lemma 2.1.1, and so e(-oo,t)(11'(x)) ::5 11'(et(x)) < et(11'(x)). • 
Corollary 2.1.3 Suppose x E M"a. If at,\ we have that 
{i) {et(11'(x))} is continuous then {11'(et(x))} is continuous, and 
{ii) {11'(et(x))} is right continuous then 
(iii) {11'(et(x))} is left continuous then 
(iv) {11'(et(x))} is continuous then {et(11'(x))} is continuous, and 
The statements also hold with 'continuous' replaced by 'locally constant'. 
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Proof: From (2.16) we have that 
for any S > 0, and the results then follow easily. • 
It can be shown that for x E 8(1i)"0 , ..\ E p(x) n R i:ff ..\ is a point of constancy of 
{et(x)}. Proofs of this fact are usually quite complicated, see, for example, [Kre78) 
Theorem 9.11-2 or [GGK90) V Corollary 5.3. 
It should be noted that the spectrum (and thus the resolvent) of an operator is 'algebra-
independent '' that is, the spectrum is the same regardless of the c· -algebra the operator 
is considered to be a member of ([KR86) Proposition 4.1.5). This is of course due to 
the fact that inverses, if they exist, lie in the smallest c·-algebra that the operator itself 
lies in. 
Thus if we implement the Gelfand-Neumark Theorem and consider M/I as a concrete 
c• -algebra, we have that ..\ E p( 7r( x)) n R i:ff ..\ is a point of constancy of {et( 7r( x))}, and 
from Corollary 2.1.3 (ii) this occurs i:ff ..\is a point of constancy of {7r(et(x))}. This is 
equivalent to there existing some n E N such that e(A-!;,A+!;J(x) E IP. 
We now prove the last-mentioned result in a straightforward manner. This gives an 
independent and simpler proof of the first mentioned result than that appearing in 
[Kre78) or [GGK90), by putting M = 8(1i) and I= {O}. 
Theorem 2.1.4 Suppose x E M"0 • Then 
p(7r(x)) n R = { ..\ E R: e(A-!;, A+!;J(x) E IP for some n E N} (2.17) 
u(7r(x)) = {..\ER: e(A-!;,A+!.J(x) ¢IP for all n EN} (2.18) 
Proof: It ·is clear that (2.17) and (2.18) are equivalent; we prove the first. Suppose 
then that ..\ E p(7r(x)) n R, so 7r(xA) is invertible, with inverse 7r(y), for some y EM. 
Thus for all n E N 
a ( e(A-!;, A+!;J(x)) - a ( e(A-!;, H!;J(x) xA y) 
< a ( e(~-!;. A+!;J(x) xA) a(y) 
< II e(A-~, A+!;J(x) xA II a(y) 
1 
< - a(y) 
n 
It follows from (2.9) that there exists n E N such that a(e(A-!;,A+!;J(x)) - O, i.e. 
ep-!;, A+!;J(x) E IP. 
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Conversely, suppose that there exists n EN such that e(..\-!;,A+kl(x) EI". Let 
{ 
(t - At1 for t E (-oo, A - *] 
f ( t) = 0 for t E (A - *, A + ! ] 
( t - At 1 for t E (A + ! , oo) 
Implementing the Functional Calculus, it is easy to see that 
, X,\ J(x) = J(x) X,\ = 1 - e(..\-.!. .H.!.J(x) 
n' n 
So 
7r(x)..\ 7r{f(x)) = 7r{f(x)) 7r(x)..\ = 11" ( 1 - e(..\-k, ..\+kl(x)) = 7r(l) 
This shows that A E p(7r(x)). • 
It is clear that in Equation (2.18) the intervals (A - !, A+ !J could be replaced by the 
other corresponding half-open, open, or closed intervals. 
As already mentioned, by putting M = B(H.) and I = {O}, we have the following 
corollary: 
Corollary 2.1.5 Suppose x E S(H.)•0 • Then 
u(x) = {A E' R: e(..\-k, A+!,J(x) -=J 0 for all n E N} (2.19) 
This corollary would also follow by explicitly repeating the proof of Theorem 2.1.4 in 
the case that 11" = id and a(x) = llxll for all x EM. In that case it is easy to see that 
the corollary will generalise to any closed densely defined operator affiliated with a von 
Neumann algebra. As can be seen by inspecting the proof, the finiteness of the norm of 
the operator is not required. Indeed, the finiteness of the ·norm of the inverse is used; -
there is no problem with this, since it is a well known consequence of the closed graph 
theorem that if a closed unbounded operator has an everywhere defined inverse then 
this inverse is bounded. · 
In the remainder of this section we consider some further applications of Theorem 2.1.4. 
Corollary 2.1.6 .. 
(2.20) 
Proof: Suppose,.\ E p(7r(x)) n R. Then by (2.17) we have that ,.\is a point of 
constancy of {7r(et(x))} and so by Corollary 2.1.3 we have that e..\(7r(x)) = 7r(e..\(x)). •. 
It should be pointed out that this inclusion is strict, for example, if I = {O} then 
{t ER: et(7r(x)) -=J 7r(et(x))} = 0 for any x E M•0 • 
The following quantity, sometimes called the lower bound of x relative to I, was con-
sidered by Olsen - (Ols84] §4. · 
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Definition 2.1.7 For x EM, put 
m(x) =inf u(7r(lxl)) (2.21) 
At this point we can also note that since a induces a C'"-norm, 
a(x) = a(lxl) = supu(7r(lxl)) (2.22) 
It follows that [m(x),a(x)] is the smallest interval containing u(7r(lxl)). Also these 
endpoints are elements of u(7r(lxl)), since the spectrum is closed. 
In the following, (2.23) improves [Ols84] Proposition 4.2. Furthermore, (2.24) and (2.25) 
first appeared as [Str89] Corollary 3.8 and Theorem 3.7 respectively. Theorem 2.1.4 has 
made substantial simplification of the proofs possible. 
Corollary 2.1.8 
m(x) =sup{,\> 0: e.\(lxl) E IP} 
a(x) =inf{,\ 2:: 0: e(.\,oo)(lxl) E IP} 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
Proof: Since m(x) E u(7r(lxl)), we have that e(m(x)-k,m(x)+kJ(lxl) ¢IP by Theorem 
2.1.4, and so em(x)+k(lxl) ¢IP, for all n EN. 
Thus 
sup{,\ 2:: 0: e.\(lxl) E IP} :5 m(x) 
Similarly we deduce that 
inf{,\ 2:: 0: e(.\,oo)(lxl) E IP} 2:: a(x) 
Conversely, for any small 6 > 0 we have that 
[-6,m(x)- 6] C p(7r(lxl)) 
Thus by Theorem 2.1.4 we have that for every,\ E [-6, m(x) -6] there exists n(,\) E N 
such that e(.\-;;fx;,.\.+;;fx;>(lxl) E IP. Then the intervals(,\ - nc1.\)' ,\ + nc1.\)) form an open 
cover of the compact interval [-6, m(x)-6], which thus has a finite subcover. By taking 
the finite join of the spectral projections that correspond to these open intervals, we 
conclude via Proposition 1.1.3 that em-(x)-6( lxl) E IP. Thus 
sup { ,\ 2:: 0: e.\(lxl) E IP} 2:: m(x) - 6 
This concludes the proof of (2.23), since 6 was arbitrarily small. 
By treating the interval· 
[a(x) + 6, llxll + 6] 
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in a like manner, we also conclude the proof of (2.24). • 
It is now easy to see that in Equations (2.23) and (2.24) we could also have taken the 
correspondillg open, respectively closed, intervals. ' 
Note that (2.24) does to a certain extent generalise Theorem 0.3.5. 
Corollary 2.1.9 
a(x) == inf llxpll 
pEl-IP 
(2.25) 
Proof: If p E 1 - IP, then by the definition of a we have that 
a(x) < llx - x(l - p )II = llxpll 
Conversely, for any ,\ > a(x), we have that llxe.\(lxl)ll :S ,\ and e.\(lxl) E 1 - IP by 
(2.24). • 
We now briefly consider the question of the uniqueness of a. It is known that there 
can only be one norm on a *-algebra making it a C*-algebra - [Mur90J Corollary 2.1.2. 
Hence a is unique amongst the seminorms 6 on M satisfying the conditions: 
(a) 6 has kernel I 
(b) M/I with the induced norm (also denoted 6) is a C*-algebra 
which are of course equivalent to the conditions: 
(a) 6 has kernel I 
(b) M/I is complete under 6 
(c) 6(yx) :S 6(y) 6(x) for y,x EM 
(d) 6(xf'I :S 6(x*x) for x EM 
Note that these conditions automatically imply that 6 is invariant under involution, 
smce 
6(x)2 :S 6(x*x) :S 6(x*) 6(x) 
for x E M. Furthermore since 6 has kernel I which is self-adjoint, we have that 6 ( x) = 0 
iff 6(x*) = 0, and so it follows that 6(x) < 6(x*). 
The following theorem proves uniqueness under a simpler set of conditions : retaining 
only conditions (a) and (c) and requiring in addition that 6 be majorised by the norm. 
This new set of conditions also imply that 6 is invariant under involution, although this 
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is now shown in a completely different manner. If x = vlxl is the polar decomposition 
of x EM, then 
x = vx*v and x• = v*xv• (2.26) 
and so 
S(x) ~ S(v) S(x*) S(v) ~ llvll S(x*) llvll ~ S(x*) 
and similarly 
S(x*) ~ S(v*) S(x) S(v*) ~ llv*ll S(x) llv*ll < S(x) 
This theorem was first proved by Stroh ([Str89) Theorem 3.3). We are able to give a 
simpler proof than the one appearing there by making use of Theorem 2.1.4. 
Theorem 2.1.10 a is unique amongst the seminorms S on M satisfying 
(a) S has kernel I 
(b) S(x) < llxll for x E M 
(c) S(yx) < S(y) S(x) for y, x E M 
Proof: We have already seen that a satisfies the stated properties. 
Suppose S is given, satisfying the stated properties. Then for any x E M, 
S(x) = S(x ~ k) ~ llx - kll 
for every k EI. Hence S(x) ~ a(x). 
Since a(x) = a(lxl) and S(x) = S(lxl) - the latter is shown in same way as for a - it 
suffices to show the reverse inequality for x ~ 0. 
Recall from (2.22) that a(x) =sup u(7r(x)). Thus it suffices to show that if,\ E u(7r(x)) 
then,\< S(x). So suppose,\ E u(7r(x)); of course,\~ 0. 
Note that as before, 
S( ) _ { 0 if p E I 
P - 1 if p ¢I 
Then for n E N, we have by Theorem 2.1.4 that S ( e(.\-!;,.\+!;J(x)) = 1. Thus 
,\ - S(,\e(.\-~,.\+!;J(x)) 
- S (-x.\ e(.\-!i,A+!iJ(x) + x e(.\-*,A+*J(x)) 
< S (-x.\ e(.\-!i,A+*J(x)) + S(x) S ( e(.\-*,A+*J(x)) 
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So ). < 6(x), as required. • 
2.2 Fredholm Operators 
For future reference, we set apart the following: 
Lemma 2.2.1 Suppose x,y are members. of any C*-algebra. Suppose x is self-adjoint 
(positive}, and y is a left inverse for x. Then y is a self-adjoint (positive) two sided 
inverse for x. 
Proof: By the Gelfand-Neumark Theorem we may suppose that x, y are operators 
on a Hilbert Space 1-l. Since yx = 1, we have that xy* = 1. It thus suffices to show 
that y is self-adjoint (positive). This follows from the fact that 
for every e E 1-l. • 
In Theorem 2.2.2, Corollary 2.2.3 and Theorem 2.2.5 we provide a synopsis of the theory 
of Fredholm operators that we shall need. These results are due to Olsen, see [Ols84] 
§4; for convenience we give brief outlines of the proofs: . 
Theorem 2.2.2 {Ols84} Theorem 4.5 
The following are equivalent: 
(a) x is left Fredholm 
{b) lxl is Fredh~lm 
(c) m(x) > 0 
Proof: 
di ate. 
(a) :::} (b) follows from Lemma 2.2.1. All the other implications are imme-
• 
By using the fact that x is right Fredholm iff x* is left Fredholm, a dual theorem holds 
characterising right Fredholm operators - [Ols84] Theorem 4.6. 
C_orollary 2.2.3 [Ols84} Theorem 4.5 
If x is left Fredholm then N(x) EI. 
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Proof: If xis left Fredholm then m(x) > 0 and so by (2.23) we have that 
N(x) = N(lxl) = eo(lxl) E IP 
• 
Note 2.2.4 Suppose x E M and x = vlxl is the polar decomposition of x. Note that 
lx*I = vlxlv* 
This implies that lxl acting on v*v1i = supp(lxl) is unitarily equivalent to lx*I acting 
on vv*1i = supp(lx*I). It follows that 
u(lxl) U {O} = u(lx*I) U {O} (2.27) 
These comments also apply to the images of 7r, by making a simple appeal to the 
Gelfand-Neumark theorem. We know from 2.10 that 7r(lxl) = 17r(x)I, and likewise that 
7r(lx*I) = 17r(x*)I, and hence 
u(7r(lxl)) U {O} = u(7r(lx*I)) U {O} (2.28) 
In particular, if m(x) and m(x*) are both positive (i.e. x is Fredholm), then they are 
equal - (Ols84] Proposition 4.3. 
Even more than (2.27) is true: suppose B is a spectral set that does not include 0. 
Then 
(2.29) 
from which it follows that corresponding spectral projections that are orthogonal to the 
respective null spaces are "'-equivalent. · 
Theorem 2.2.5 {Ols84} Theorem 4. 7 
The following are equiva!ent: 
(a) x is Fredholm 
(b) m(x) = m(x*) > 0 
{c) x is left Fredholm and N(x*) EI 
{d) x is right Fredholm and N(x) EI 
Proof: Suppose x is left Fredholm and N(x*) E I. Then for any 0 < i < m(x), 
e(o,(J(lxl) E IP, and so e(o,(J(lx*I) E IP by (2.29). Thus by hypothesis we have that 
e((lx*I) = N(x*) + e(o,(J(lx*I) E IP 
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This shows (c) ~ (b). 
( d) ~ (b) follo~s likewise and the other implications are clear. • 
This result has a very simple and interesting corollary which does not seem to have 
been previously noticed. 
Corollary 2.2.6 If M is algebraically finite then any left (right) Fredholm operator is 
Fredholm. 
Proof: For any operator X·E M we have that R(x),...., R(x*). Since N(x) = 1-R(x*) 
and N(x•) = 1 - R(x), we have by the algebraic finiteness of M that N(x) ,...., N(x*), 
by [Tak79] V Proposition 1.38. 
Suppose now that xis left Fredholm. Then by Corollary 2.2.3 we have that N(x) EI. 
Thus N(x*) EI, and the result follows by Theorem 2.2.5. • 
Recall that a commutative von Neumann algebra is finite, and of course in this setting 
left and right Fredholm-ness are equivalent. So the above result extends this observa-
tion. · 
By definition we have that if x is left Fredholm then there exists y E M such that 
yx E 1 - I. Similar statements hold for right Fredholm and Fredholm operators. In the 
classical characterisation theorem for operators that are Fredholm w.r.t. the compact 
operators, one can arrange for these members of 1 - IC(H.) to be projections. · We 
generalise this result in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2.7 {Atkinson-type characterisation of Fredholm operators) 
(a) If x is left Fredholm then there exists y EM, e E 1 - I" such that yx = e 
(b) If x is right Fredholm then there exists y E M, e E 1 - I" such that xy = e 
(c) If xis Fredholm then there exists y EM, ei, e2 E 1-I" such·that yx = ei, xy = e2, 
and ei "'e2 
Proof: (a) Suppose x is left Fredholm. Then lxl is Fredholm, and so by Theorem 






0 for t < .! 
f ( t) = ! for t ; i 
· t n 
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and we put y = f(lxl) v•. 
(b) follows by taking adjoints. 
(c) Suppose now that xis Fredholm. By (2.29) we have that e.!.(lx*I) E IP where n is 
n 
the same value as considered in (a). Then 
v f (lxl)x* = v f (jxl)v*xv• = ve(!;,oo)(lxl)v* = e(-k,oo)(lx*I) 
from (2.26), (a) and (2.29); and so 
by taking adjoints. Finally by (2.29) we have that 
and this completes the proof. • 
. As we have seen the quantity m(.) is very useful in the study of Fredholm operators .. 
Recall that this quantity is defined in terms of the spectral family of the absolute value. 
The following result is of interest because it characterises m(.) without reference to the 
spectrum. 
Theorem 2.2.8 Suppose x = vlxl and y E M. If y is a left inverse for x modulo I, 
then 
1 
m(x) = a(yv) 
If y is an inverse for x modulo I, then 
1 




Proof: First suppose that x ;:::: 0 and y is an inverse for x modulo I. Since x is 
positive, it follows that 7r(x) is positive, and by Lemma 2.2.1 that 7r(y) is positive. 
Thus 
m(x) - inf u( 7r(x)) 
- inf { ,\ : ~ E u(7r(y))} 







Now suppose that y is a left inverse for x modulo I. Then yv is a left inverse for lxl 
modulo I. It now follows from Lemma 2.2.1 that 11'(yv) is positive and yv is a two-sided 
inverse for lxl modulo I. It follows as before that 
. 1 
m(x) = m(lxl) = -( -) a yv 
which establishes (2.30). 
Finally, if x is Fredholm, then in particular x• is left Fredholm and so 
vv• = 1 - N(x*) E 1 - IP 
by Corollary 2.2.3. Hence 
a(y) = a(yvv*) ~ a(yv) < a(y) 
which, together with (2.30), establishes (2.31 ). • 
The following result was first shown in [Str89] Proposition 3.20. Here we prove the 
result using Theorem 2.2.8. 
Corollary 2.2.9 For any x EM, 
m(x) =inf {a(xp) : p E MP \IP} (2.32) 
Proof: Suppose 6 > 0. Let p = em(x)+.s(lxl). Then by (2.23) we have that p ¢IP 
and 
a(xp) ~ llxpll = lllxlpll ~ m(x) + 6 
Thus inf {a(xp) : p E MP\ IP}~ m(x), since 6 > 0 was arbitrary. 
Conversely, we may suppose_ m(x) > 0, i.e. x is left Fredholm, otherwise there is 
nothing to show. Suppose vlxl is the polar decomposition of x, and y is a left inverse 
for x modulo I. Then for any p E MP \IP we have 
1 
1 ::- a(p) = a(yvlxlp) ~ a(yv) a(lxlp) = m(x) a(xp) 
So m(x) ~ a(xp). • 





Topological and bornological 
characterisations of ideals 
In this chapter we are going to see that any ideal in a von Neumann algebra can be 
characterised in a very natural way both by topologies and bornologies on 1{. 
3.1 ·The injectivity and surjectivity properties 
We borrow some terminology from the theory of operator ideals, as developed for exam-
ple in the monograph of Pietsch ([Pie80]). The injective and surjective operator ideals 
are of some interest in that they are essentially those operator ideals which are invari-
ant under enlargement of the codomain or enlargement of the domain, respectively. We 
will not be any more precise than this here, simply referring the reader to [Pie80]. The 
special properties of such operator ideals (and injective and surjective hulls of operator 
ideals) were first studied by Stephani ([Ste80] and [Ste83]). 
Of course the setting we are considering is somewhat different to the setting of operator 
ideals, in that the domain and codomain of the operators of interest are always the 
same Hilbert space. 
However, Stephanrhas s~own that an operator.ideal .A is injective if and only if 
x e .A(&,.r), Ye B(£, '1), llYell :5 Hxell ve e e :::} Ye .A(£,·~n 
and .A is surjective if and only if 
x E .A(£,.1"), y E B(g,.r), yBa C xBe :::} y E .A(g,.r) 
(See [Ste83] and also [WW88J Lemma 2.1.) We will now show that ideals in a von 
N~umann algebra satisfy properties analogous to the above two characterisations, which 
we naturally call injectivity and surjectivity properties. 
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We would like to thank C.L. Olsen for pointing out the article of Douglas ([Dou66]) 
in which the equivalence of conditions (a), ( d) and (f) of the following proposition are 
established in the case M = B(fi). This has enabled us to improve our original result 
which simply showed the implications ( e) => (b) => ( c) - which suffices to establish the 
injectivity and surjectivity properties for ideals in von Neumann algebras - see Corollary 
3.1.2. 
Proposition 3.1.1 Suppose M is a von Neumann algebra and x, y E M. The follow:. 
ing are equivalent: 
(a) There exists .A ~ 0 such that y•y ~ .A2x*x 
{b) There exists .A > 0 such that !!Yell ~ .Allxe!I for all e E 1i 
(c) There exists z E M such that y = zx 
(d) There exists z E B(fi) such that y = zx 
( e) There exists .A ~ 0 such that y• B'H C .A x• B'H 
(f) range(y*) C range(x*) 
Proof: Suppose (a) holds. Then for any e E rt., _we have 
and so (b) follows. 
Now suppose (b) holds. Define the function 
z: range(x) --+ 1i : xe --+ye 
which is well defined by the hypothesis. Obviously it is linear, and by hypothesis this 
function is norm continuous. Therefore it has a uniquely determined extension, also 
denoted z, to R(x). We now define z to be 0 on 1 - R(x), and then by considering the 
decomposition 
1i = R(x)fi E9 (1 - R(x))fi 
we can define z on the whole of rt.. It is clear from the construction that 
y = zx 
It is clear that z E B(fi), in fact, llzll :::; l. 
(To this point the proof of this implication coincides with that of [Dou66] Theorem 1 
(2) => (3).) To complete the proof it will suffice to show that z EM. 
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Suppose u E M'u. Suppose e EH.. Then there exists ((n) c H. such that 
x(n !!:U R( x )e 
Note that by the hypothesis y(n is also a convergent sequence. It follows that all of the 
limits appearing in the following calculation exist: 
uze - uz[R(x)e + (1 - R(x)e] 
- uzlim x(n 
n 
- lim uzx(n 
n 
- lim uy(n 
n 
- lim yu(n 
n 







Thus zu = uz, and so z EM"= M. 
(c) => (d) is clear, while if (d) holds then y* = x*z* and so 
y*B'H = x*z*B'H C x*llz*llB'H = llz*ll x*B'H 
and ( e) follows. If ( e) holds then 
00 00 00 
range(y*) = LJ y*nB'H = LJ ny*B'H C LJ nAx*nB'H C range(x*) 
n=l n=l n=l 
and ( f) follows. 
(f) => (a) is [Dou66] Theorem 1 (1) => (2). 
Corollary 3.1.2 Any ideal I in a von Neumann algebra M satisfies 
• 
(a)_ If x E I, y E M and II Yell ::; llxell for all e E H. then y E I {injectivity property) 
(b) If x EI, y EM and yB'H C xB'H then y EI (surjectivity property) 
Proof: Immediate from the implications (e) => (b) => (c) of Proposition 3.1.1 and 
the self-adjointness of I. • 
The argument of the following lemma was suggested by the usual proof of the von 
Neumann double commutant theorem. 
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Lemma 3.1.3 Suppose I is an ideal in M. Suppose x E M, x1 , ••• , Xn E I. If 
for all. e E rt., then x EI. 
Proof: Consider the algebra Mn(M) acting on the Hilbert space E9f=1 1l, where 
Mn(M) = {[y1;): Y•; EM for 1 ~ i,j < n} (3.1) 
and where the usual rules of matrix multiplication apply. It is easy to see that Mn(M) 
is a von Neumann algebra; in any case this is a special case of the result proved in 
[SZ79) Lemma 3.16. 
We consider 
Mn(I) = {(Yi;) E Mn(M) : Yi; EI for 1 ~ i,j ~ n} (3.2) 
which by the nature of matrix multiplication is clearly an ideal in Mn(M). 
Now for any (ei, 6, ... , en) E E9f=1 1l we have that 
rf: :io:r- err 
- l1x6l1 2 
< m~x llxi6 ll2 
l;:Sa:Sn . 
n 
< L 11xi6ll2 
i=l 
Now [ ~~ ~ 
Xn 0 
0 I . 0 . . . 
~ E M.(I) and so by the injectivity property enjoyed by the ideal 
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I
x o ... ol 
0 0 ... 0 
Mn(I) we have that : : : E Mn(~). Therefore x EI. 
0 0 0 
• 
.3.2 Topological and bornological characterisations 
We are going to see that any ideal I in a von Neumann algebra can be characterised 
by means of a topology t(I) in that for x EM 
x E I ¢:> x : (1i, t(I)) --+ (1i, II· ID is continuous 
This can be compared with similar questions raised in the theory of operator ideals. For 
example, Stephani shows in [Ste83] that if an operator ideal is injective then it can be 
characterised in such a fashion, by means of 'ideal topologies'; see also [WW88]. Con-
sidering that ideals in a von Neumann algebra satisfy the so-called injectivity property, 
the above-mentioned result should be expected. 
Furthermore there is a notion dual to 'ideal topologies', namely that of 'ideal homolo-
gies'. (Stephani calls these 'generating systems of sets' in [Ste80]; see also [WW88] 
for a treatment of such homologies in the setting of locally convex topological vector 
spaces.) It is shown that if an operator ideal is surjective then it can be characterised 
in terms of these homologies. Again, since ideals in von Neumann algebras satisfy the 
surjectivity property, we should not be surprised to find that homologies can be used 
to characterise them. 
Definition 3.2.1 Suppose I is an ideal in M. Let t(I) be the initial vector topology 
on 1i with respect to the source 
I 3 x: 1i--+ (1i, II.II) 
i.e. t(I) is the weakest vector topology on 1i making all the operators in I continu-
ous (where the codomain is equipped with the norm topology). Thus t(I) has as basic 
neighbourhoods the sets 
n { n xi 1 B'H : n E N, Xi E I} (3.3) 
i=l 
Alternatively, t(I) is determined by the seminorms 
{llx · II : x E I} (3.4) . 
Note 3.2.2 (a) For any 0 -:/:- x EI we have that 
ll!llB'H c {~: x~ E B'H} = x-1B'H 
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Therefore if Xi, ... , Xn EI\ {O} then 
(3.5) 
from which it follows that t(I) :5 11·11· 
(b) Recall that any bounded linear operator is weakly continuous, in particular the 
sets x-1B'H are weakly closed and of course convex for any x E M. This then· 
is also true for intersections of such sets. It follows in particular that the basic 
neighbourhoods describing the topology t(I) are convex and weakly closed, and 
hence invariant under the taking of bipolars. 
Theorem 3.2.3 Suppose x EM. Then 
x : (1i, t(I)) --+ (1i, II· ID 
is continuous iff x EI. 
Proof: If x E I then obviously x : (1i, t(I)) --+ (1i, ll·ID is continuous. If, on the 
other hand, x : (1l, t(I)) --+ (1i, ll·ID is continuous, then there exist xi, ... , Xn E I such 
that 
llxell ::; 1rr~~ llxiell 
for all e E 1{. Therefore x EI by Lemma 3.1.3. 
Corollary 3.2.4 Two ideals I 1 and I 2 coincide iff t(I1 ) and t(I2 ) coincide. 
Corollary 3.2.5 Suppose x E M. Then 
x : (1i, t(I)) --+ (1i, t(I)) 
is continuous. 
• 
Proof: Suppose ea tJ!J 0. Now yx E I for every y E I, and so yxea ~ 0 for all 
y E I, by Theorem 3.2.3. By definition this shows that xea tJ!J 0, and this completes · 
the proof. • 
Note 3.2.6 We can view these constructions from a different perspective and ask: what 
topologies on 1{ determine an ideal in M? Similar questions have been asked in the 
setting of operator ideals with the concept of 'generating topology'. See [Ste83] for this, 
and [WW88] for the convex topological vector space case. 
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Suppose that T is a vector topology on 11 and that 
x: (11,r)-+ (11,r) 
is continuous for every x E M. Let 
i(r) = {x EM: x: (11, r)-+ (11, ll·ID is continuous} 
It is easy to see that i( T) is an ideal of M. 
(3.6) 
By definition i( T) consists of operators that are T - II· II continuous, while t( i( T)) is the 
weakest topology making the members of i( r) continuous as maps to (11, ll·ID· It follows 
that t(i(r)):::; T. 
Since topological and homological constructions are in general dual to each other, it 
is perhaps not surprising that while the topological characterisation of ideals involves 
initial topologies, the homological characterisation involves final homologies. For ad-
ditional information on homologies the reader should consult [HN77]. 
Definition 3.2.7 Suppose I is an ideal in M. Let b(I) be the convex bornology which 
has as a base the collection 
n 
{co LJ xiB'H : n E N, Xi E I} 
i=l 
It is easy to see that this collection does in fact satisfy the requisite properties of being 
a base for a convex homology. 
According to [HN77] Theorem 2:6(1), given a source of linear maps 
f;: £;-+ £ 
from a family of vector spaces { £; : j E ..1} each equipped with a convex homology 
B;, to a vector space£, it is possible to characterise the finest convex homology on £ 
making all the maps (/;) bounded. This is called the final convex homology on £ with 
respect to (!;) and is generated by the collection 
{co LJ /;(B;): Bi EB;} 
;e.:r 
Specialising to the case under consideration, the finest convex homology on 11 making 
all the maps 
I 3 x: (11, II.II) -+ 11 
bounded will be generated by the collection 
{co LJ xBx: Bx is ll·ll-bounded} 
xEI 
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It follows from this that b(I) is finer than the final homology. It is clear, however, that 
the family 
I 3 x: (1i, 11·11) -+ (1i, b(I)) 
comprises bounded maps. It follows that b(I) is in fact the final convex homology with 
respect to 
I 3 x: (1i, II.II) -+ 1i 
The following result should not come as a surprise: 
Proposition 3.2.8 Suppose I is an ideal. Then b(I) is the equ.icontinu.ou.s bornology 
for the topology t(I). 
Proof: For every x1 , .•• , Xn EI we have by [RR64) II Corollary 3 that 
The result now follows from the self-adjointness of I. 
Corollary 3.2.9 
Proof: 
x EI <=> x-1 Bx E t(I) <=> xBx E b(I) 
x E I <=> x-1 Bx E t(I) 
<=> (x-1Bx)° E b(I) 
<=> x* Bx E b(I) 
The result now follows from the self-adjointness of I. 
Corollary 3.2.10 




Proof: Suppose B E b(I) and x E M. Then from Proposition 3.2.8 and Note 3.2.2 
(b) we may suppose that B 0 is a basic neighbourhood in t(I). Therefore 
(x* B)0 = x-1(B0 ) E t(I) 
by Corollary 3.2.5, and so (x* B)00 E b(I) again by Proposition 3.2.8. Thus x* BE b(I) 
and the result follows. I 
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Note 3.2.11 Once again we can ask what homologies on 1i determine an ideal in 
M. This question, in the context of operator ideals, has lead to the introduction of 
'generating systems of sets' by Stephani ([Ste80]) and 'generating homologies' by Wong 
and Wong ([WW88]). 
Proposition 3.2.12 Suppose B is a bornology on 1i such that MB CB. Then. 
j ( B) = { x E M : xB'H E B} 
is -an ideal in M. 
Proof: Suppose x, y E j(B), z E M, >. E C. Then 
and finally 
{x + y)B'H c xB'H + yB'H EB+ B = B 
>.xB'H E CB = B 
xzB'H c xllzllB'H = llzllxB'H E CB = B 
zxB'H E zB c MB = B 
and so j(B) is an ideal in M. 
We will see more on bomologically determined ideals in Chapter 4. 
3.3 t(I P) and b(I P) 
{3.8) 
• 
In this section we are going to examine the initial topology and the final homology for 
the ideal ((IP)), where I is an arbitrary ideal in a von Neumann algebra, and show that 
they have simple characterisations purely in terms of IP. This will prove to be very 
useful later because of the lattice structure on IP, lacking in general on I or ({IP)). 
Definition 3.3.l Suppose I is an ideal in M. Let t(IP) be the initial topology with 
respect to the source 
IP 3 p: 1i __. (1i, 11.11) 
i.e. t(IP) has the sets 
p-1{fB'H) 
where p E IP, f > 0 vary, as subbasic neighbourhoods of 0. 
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We will set 
(3.9) 
In fact the given system is basic, for, if pi, ... , Pn E IP and fi, ... , fn > 0 then it is 
easy to see that 
n n n 
u(v Pi," fi) c n u(pi, fi) 
i=l i=l i=l 
while Vi'::1Pi E IP. 
Therefore t(IP) is determined by the basic seminorms 
(3.10) 
It is easy to verify that 
(3.11) 
where the polar is taken in H.. 
Examples 3.3.2 (a) Recall that the u-topology has as a neighbourhood base of 0 the 
sets 
u,lr,2t•"t'n·e = {e E 1{.: l(e,(i)I ~ f, 1 ~ i ~ n} 
where (i, (2 , ••• , (n are arbitrary unit vectors in H., and f > 0. 
We claim that 
U(p, f) = {e E 1{.: !!Pell ~ f} 
where p E' K,(H.)P,f > 0 vary, form a basic neighbourhood system of 0 for u. 
Therefore 
O' = t (K,(1f.)P) (3.12) 
To see this: if p E K,(H.)P then we find a orthonormal system { (1 , ( 2 , ••• , (n} which 
form a base for the range of p. Then 
U(p, E) ::> u,It,2 .... ,,n.?,: 
On the other. hand, if (1 , ( 2 , ••• , (n are unit vectors in H., then let p be the pro-
jection generated by them, and so we have that 
(b) Consider the von Neumann algebra l 00 acting on the Hilbert space l 2 • Consider 
the ideal 
X::.(l2 ) n F =Co 
Note that eoP consists of those sequences consisting only of finitely many 1 's, and 
O's otherwise; it follows that t( eoP) is the topology of pointwise convergence. 
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Proposition 3.3.3 Suppose x E M. Then 
x: (?t, t(IP)) -+ (?t, ll·ID 
is continuous iff x E ((IP)). 
Proof: 
x: (?t, t(IP)) -+ (?t, ll·ID is continuous # 3p E IP, f > 0: x U(p, t:) C 81i 
# 3p E IP, f > 0: x*B'H C U(p, t:) 0 = p~81i 
f 
# 3p E IP: l(x*) ~ p 
¢:} l(x*) E I·P 
# x* E ((IP)) 
# x E ((IP)) 
Here we use Proposition 1.1.5 and the fact that any two sided ideal in a von Neumann 
algebra is self adjoint. . I 
The above result can in fact be improved, as follows. 
Corollary 3.3.4 
(3.13) 
Proof: It is clear that the initial vector topology with respect to ((IP)) must be 
stronger than t(IP). 
Conversely, suppose x E ((IP)). Then by Proposition 1.1.5.r(x) E IP, and of course we 
may suppose x # 0. If~ E U(r(x), 11!11 ) then 
1 
llx~ll . llxr(x)~ll < llxll llr(x)~ll < llxll ~ = 1 
and so U(r(x), 11!11 ) C x-1B1i. It follows that 
x : (11, t(IP)) -+ (11, II.II) 
is continuous. This completes the proof, as t( ((IP)) ) is the weakest vector topology 
with this property. I . 
Note 3.3.5 Suppose I is an ideal. Let b(IP) be the convex homology which has as a 
base the sets 
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It is easy to see that this collection does in fact satisfy the requisite properties of being 
a base for a convex homology, since if pi, ... , Xn E IP and hi, ... , hn > 0 then 
and of course Vf:1 Pi E IP. 
Since U(p, £)0 = p~B'H, it is clear that b(IP) is the equicontinuous homology for t(IP) 






Bornological characterisations of 
closed ideals 
Recall that the ball measure of non-compactness of a set B in a Hilbert space 1i is 
given by 
'1t(B) = inf{f > 0: 3 finite F C 1i such that BC F + f8H} (4.1) 
This quantity is called a measure of non-compactness because 
'1t(B) = 0 # Bis relatively compact 
See (EE90] for other properties. (Note that some sources, such as the one cited, require 
the f-halls in the definition to be open, however, it is easy to see that this makes no 
difference.) 
It follows that for x E B ( 11), 
(4.2) 
Thus the ideal of compact operators is characterised by the measure of non-compactness. 
In this chapter we are going to analyse how ideals in von Neumann algebras can be 
characterised by generalisations of measures of non-compactness which are determined 
by homologies. 
4.1 Generating bornologies and q-functions 
The process discussed above can be seen from a homological point of view. Consider 
the homology :F in 1i generated by the finite sets. Then the collection f: comprising 
{ B c 1i : V f > 0 3 F E :F such that B c F + f81t} (4.3) 
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is the homology of relatively compact sets, and 
~(B) = 0 # B E j: 
and 
x E IC(H.) # xB'H E j: 
This process admits a simple generalisation to a wide class of vector homologies on 1f.. 
Suppose M is a von Neumann algebra, and B is a vector homology on 1i such that 
MB c B. Let 
B = {B c 1i: \If> 0 3B' EB such that B c B' + lB'H} (4.4) 
It is clear that Bis a vector homology; furthermore if BC B'+lB'H then BC acB'+lB'H 
and so ac B C ac B' + lB'H since the latter is absolutely convex. This shows that if B 
is a convex homology then so is B. 
Finally, if B C B' + lB'H and z E M then 
zB C zB' + uB'H C zB' + llzllfB'H 
which shows that if MB CB then MB CB. 
Now consider the function 
qB(B) = inf{f > 0: 3B' EB such that BC B' + lB'H} (4.5) 
We will verify that this function satisfies the properties appearing in the following 
definition of a so-called q-function, and moreover 
qB(B) = 0 # B EB 
A q-function is to be thought of as a function which satisfies the properties typical of 
the canonical measure of non-compactness. (See [EE90) I Lemma 2.2 and 2.5, [LS71) 
(3.1), for example.) , 
Definition 4.1.1 A q-function relative to M is a function 
q : P(H.) -.. [O, oo] 
satisfying 
(i) q(B1) < q(B2) for B1 C B2; 
(ii} q(>.B) = l>.lq(B) for>. E C, BC 1i (with the usual convention that 0 · oo = O}; 
(iii} q(B1 + B2) < q(Bi) + q(B2) for Bi, B2 c 1f.; 
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(iv} q(B'H) < oo - the case q(B'H) = 0 leads to trivialities, so upon normalisation we 
usually suppose that q(B'H) = 1; 
(v} q(xB) :5 llxllq(B) for x E M, BC 'Ji. 
q is said to be convex if q(ac B) = q(B) for BC 1£. 
Proposition 4.1.2 Suppose M is a von Neumann algebra, and B is a vector bornology 
on 1i such that MB C B. Then qB is a q-function. If B is a convex bornology then qB 
is convex. 
Proof: Clearly qB satisfies properties (i) to (iv). If B' E B and 
B c B' + f.B?-l 
and x EM then 
xB C xB' + xf.B?-l C xB' + llxllf.81-l 
from which (v) follows since xB' EB. 
Finally if B is convex then as we have seen previously we have ac B C ac B' + f.B?-l. 
Therefore qB(ac B) < qB(B) since ac B' EB, while the reverse inequality follows from 
(i). • 
One immediate consequence of the definition of a q-function is that 
q(xB) = q(lxlB) (4.6) 
for x E M, BC 'Ji. To see this, suppose x = vlxl is the polar decomposition. Then 
q(lxlB) = q(v*xB) :5 llv*ll q(xB) :5 q(xB) = q(vlxlB) < llvll q(lxlB) :5 q(lxlB) 
Proposition 4.1.3 Suppose B is a bornology on 1i such that MB CB. Then 
i(B) - {x EM : xB'H EB} 
- {x EM : qB(x81-l) = O} 
is a norm-closed ideal in M. 
Proof: It is clear that 




and so it follows from Proposition 3.2.12 that i(B) is an ideal. We show that it is closed. 
Suppose i(B) ~ Xn !!:.U x. Find n sufficiently large so that llx - Xnll < f. and then find 
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B E 8 such that Xn8'H C B + f.81-£. Then 
x81i - (x - Xn + Xn)8'H 
c (x - Xn)8'H + Xn8'H 
c llx - Xnll8'H + B' + f.81-£ 
c B' + 2f87-£ 
which shows that x E i(8), as required. • 
Note 4.1.4 It is clear that j(8) C i(8). We have been unable to find a satisfactory 
answer to the following question: under what conditions is i(8) the norm closure of 
j(8)? 
Note 4.1.5 There are some other constructions in the mathematical literature which 
can be regarded as generalised measures of non-compactness and which broadly fall into 
the above framework. We mention two examples. 
Firstly, de Pagter and Schep ([PS88]) used the homology of order bounded sets in a 
Banach lattice in an analogous construction that characterises almost order-bounded 
sets and semi-compact maps. 
Secondly, recall that it was shown by Grothendieck that in a Banach space E, a set K 
is relatively weakly compact i:ff for every f. > 0 there exists a weakly compact set Ki 
such that 
Kc Ki+ f.8e 
For a proof see [Die84] Chapter XIII Lemma 2. With this result in mind, de Blasi 
([dB77]) has introduced a measure of weak non-compactness; the definition is again 
analogous to that of the function qB. 
4.2 The function qz 
( 
Suppose throughout this section that I is a norm-closed ideal in a von Neumann algebra 
M. We would like to generalise the characterisation of K,(1f.), to a characterisation for 
I, by finding a suitable homology that will determine I in the manner described in 
Proposition 4.1.3. 
Of course b(I) characterises I, but we shall see that b(IP) is a far more useful homology 
which can also be used to characterise I. 
In order to motivate the use of b(IP) we again return to the example of the ideal K,(1f.) 
and the measure of non-compactness ~. Instead of considering the homology of finite 
sets we consider the convex homology b(K,(1f.)P). Consider the function ~ 
qb(K:('H)P)(B) = inf{f. > 0: 3 p E K,(1f.)P, 6 > 0 such that BC p68'H + f.81-£} 
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as defined in {4.5). This is a convex q-function by Proposition 4.1.2. We claim that 
Proof: Suppose B C F + f8'H where F is finite. Let p be the projection onto span F, 
then p E K.(H.)P. Now clearly F is bounded and included in pH., and so we have that 
'11(B) ~ qb(K:('H)P){B). 
Conversely, suppose B C phB'H + f8'H for some p E K.(1-l)P, h > 0. Then phB'H is a 
bounded set in the finite dimensional space pH., and is thus relatively compact, and 
hence totally bounded. Suppose TJ > 0 is any given constant. Find a finite set F C pH. 
such that phB'H CF+ q81f. Then 
B c phB'H + l81f c F + qB'H + f81i = F + (l + q)B'H 
so '11(B) < f + T/· Thus '11(B) :::; f, since T/ was arbitrary, and so ~(B) < qb(K:('H)P)(B). I 
The above discussion has amounted to a reformulation of the definition of ~ in an 
algebraic rather than a geometric manner. This result is fairly obvious if we realise that 
f: and b(K.(1-l)P) are the same homology, namely the homology of relatively compact 
sets. 
In this way the measure of non-compactness, ~' is determined by b(K.(1-l)P). This 
suggests that we should use b(IP) in a like manner to define a so-called measure of non-
I-compactness. Now by Corollary 3.2.10 we have that M b(IP) C b(IP) and so from 
Proposition 4.1.2 the function qb(IP) is indeed a convex q-function. For convenience this 
function will be denoted qz. 
The definition of the function qz is due to Stroh; see [Str89]. This function was first 
considered by Kaftal in [Kaf77] in the special case where M is semifinite and I= M-; 
see also [SS89) in this regard. {Recall that M- is the ideal of algebraically compact 
operators.) In_ tum, these ideas were first suggested by Sonis in [Son71). These authors 
considered collections known as I-finite f-nets. It seems that by viewing the function 
qz as being derived via homologies enables one to simplify the theory and derive some 
powerful new results. 
For convenience we give a full definition of the function qz. 
Definition 4.2.1 Suppose B C 1-l. The measure of non I-compactness of B is given 
by 
qz(B) = inf{f > 0: 3p E IP, h > 0 such that BC phB'H + f8'H} 
B is said to be I-totally bounded or relatively I-compact if qz(B) = 0. 
(4.10) . 
The following Proposition summarises the properties of qz that follow by virtue of it 
being a convex q-function. 
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Proposition 4.2.2 Suppose B,B1,B2 C1-l, A EC, x EM. 
B1 c B2 ::} qz(B1) < qz(B2) ( 4.11) 
qz(.\B) - l.\lqz(B) (4.12) 
qz(B1 + B2) < qz(B1) + qz(B2) (4.13) 
qz(xB) < llxll qz(B) (4.14) 
qz(B) qz(ac B) (4.15) 
qz(xB) - qz(lxlB) (4.16) 
It is clear that qz(B) < oo iff Bis bounded in norm. For sets which are norm-bounded, 
we have the following useful result. 
Proposition 4.2.3 If B is bounded in norm ~hen qz( B) :5 t iff there exists p E IP 
such that BC p(B) + t8'H. 
Proof: Suppose qz(B) :5 t; so there exists _p E IP and ~ > 0 such that B C 
p~B'H + tB'H· Then indeed 
for all e E B. Thus BC p(B) + t8'H. 
The converse is clear : p(B) is the required member of b(IP) - this set is bounded in 
norm since B is bounded in norm. • 
The following new characterisation of the function qz follows from the previous Propo-
sition. For any B C 1-l 
(B) = { infpeIP supeeB lie - Pell = infpe1-IP supeeB llPell if Bis ~orm bounded 
qz 00 otherwise 
( 4.17) 
We now establish some further elementary properties of qz which are also analogous to 
the properties enjoyed by the canonical measure of non-compactness : see, for example, 
[LS71] Proposition"'4.13 and [EE90] I Lemma 2.2. 
Proposition 4.2.4 Suppose B, B1, B2 C 1-l, A EC. 
qz(B'H) - 1 -
qz(B1 U B2) - max{ qz(B1); qz(B2)} 





Proof: (4.18) follows easily from (4.17). (Here we are implicitly assuming that 
I =f:. M. In the case that I = M, qz vanishes on bounded sets.) 
We may suppose that the quantities involved are finite, otherwise it is easy to see that , 
there is nothing to prove. 
It follows from (4.11) that qz(B1 U B2 ) ~ max{ qz(B1); qz(B2 )}. Conversely, suppose 
that for i = 1, 2 we have Pi E IP and 8i > 0 such that Bi C Pi8i811 + f.i811. Then 
B1 U B2 c (p181811 + f.1811) U (p282811 + f.2811) 
C (p181811 U p282811·) +max{ f.i, f.2}811 
C (p1 V P2) max{ 81, 82}811 +max{ f.i, f.2}811 
Hence qz(B1 U B2 ) ~max{ f.i, f.2}, and (4.19) follows. 
Since BC B, we have from (4.11) that qz(B) < qz(B). Conversely, if BC p8811+f.811, 
then 
B c p8811 + f.811 + TJ811 = p8811 + ( f. + T/ )811 
for any T/ > 0. Thus ( 4.20) follows. • 
We now consider the behaviour of the function qz when applied te the images of sets 
under elements of M. Recall that the canonical measure of non-compactness of an 
operator x is defined as 
f3(x) = ~(x811) (4.21) 
It does have other definitions; see [EE90] I §2 for these alternatives and other properties. 
This quantity is called the q-seminorm by Lebow and Schechter - see [LS71] §3. We 
would anticipate that qz(x811) would be a measure of non-I-ness, this is indeed the 
case - it is just a(x), the measure with which we are familiar. 
Theorem 4.2.5 Suppose BC 1f. is bounded in norm and x E M,k EI. 
qz(x811) - a(x) (4.22) 
qz(xB) < a(x) qz(B) (4.23) 
qz(xB) qz((x + k)B) (4.24) 
Proof: 
qz(x811) inf sup llpxell 
pEl-IP ee8'i 
- inf llPxll 
pEl-IP 





by equation (2.25), which establishes (4.22). 
Suppose 8 > 0. Let e = ea(x•)+s(lx*I). Then 
llexll = llx*ell $ o:(x*) + 8 = o:(x) + 8 
and by (2.24) we have that 1 - e E IP. 
Suppose f E 1 - IP. Let 
q = N((l - f)x*) = 1 - R(x(l - f)) 
Note that we have that 
qx = qxf 
Put 
p=e/\q 
Now we have that 
1 - q = R(x(l - f)),..,, R((l - f)x*) < 1 - f 
and so 1 - q E IP. Thus 1 - p E IP, and so 
q(xB) < sup llpxell 
eeB 
- sup llpqxell 
eeB 
- sup llpqxfell 
eeB 
- sup llpexfell 
eeB 
< sup llPll llexll llfell 
ees 
< [o:(x) + 8] sup llfell 
ees 
Since f E 1 - 1 P was arbitrary and 8 > 0 was arbitrary, ( 4.23) follows. 
The above argument is inspired by one of Nelson's : see [Nel74] Theorem 1, the proof 
of (17'); or [Ter81], the proof of Proposition 5(ii). 
Finally 
qz((x + k)B) < qx(xB +kB) 
< q~(xB) + qz(kB) 
- qz(xB) 
- qz((x + k - k)B) 
< qz((x + k)B + (-k)B) 
< qz((x + k)B) + qz(-kB) 
- qz((x + k)B) 
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and this proves (4.24). • 
Under the convention that 0; oo = 0, the requirement that B be bounded is necessary 
in ( 4.23) : it is possible to find an unbounded set B and an operator x belonging to the 
ideal in question such that qz(x(B)) = oo - see Example 6.4.10. Therefore in proving 
(4.24), having used (4.11) and (4.J3), and also (4.23), we need the assumption that B 
be bounded. 
· Finally we note that I is indeed characterised by qz. 
Corollary 4.2.6 
x EI {::} x81i E b(I") {::} qz(x81i) = 0 {::} qz(xB) = 0 (4.25) 
for B C rt bounded. 
4.3 qz and left-Fredholm operators 
In this section we consider an application of qz to left Fredholm operators. The first 
statement of the following theorem has already been proved in [Str89] Theorem 3.12. 
We give a complete proof as the method here is substantially different and allows us to 
derive the second statement of the theorem, which is new. This in turn enables us to 
derive a new characterisation of m(x) for any operator x E M. 
Theorem 4.3.1 x E M is left Fredholm w.r.t. I iff there exists c > 0 such that 
qz(xB) 2::: c qz(B) 
for all sets B that are bounded in norm. The largest possible value of c is m(x). 
Proof: Suppose x E M is left Fredholm w.r.t. I. Then m(x) > 0. Let 
{ 
0 £ t < m(x) 
f( t) = or ~, 
! for t; ~ 
t 2 
Then 
f(lxl) lxl = e(~,oo)(lxl) E 1 - I" 
so f (lxl) is an inverse for lxl modulo I. 
We then have for any B which is norm bounded that 
qz(B) qz(e(~,oo)(lxl) B) 
=1 qz(f(lxl) lxl B) 
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- -- -------------------------------------
< a(J(lxl)) qr(lxlB) 
1 
- m(x) qr(lxlB) 
1 
- m(x) qr(xB) 
So we take c = m(x). Note that the first equality above follows from (4.24); (4.23), 
Theorem 2.2.8 and (4.16) are also used here. 
Conversely, suppose we have some c > 0 such that qr(xB) > c qr(B) for all B that are 
bounded in norm. Then for any 0 < 6 < c, 
c > 6 
> llxes( lxl) II 
> a(xes(lxl)) 
qr(xes(lxl)B'H) 
> c qr(es(lxl)B'H) 
- c a(es(lxl)) 
So 1 > a(es(lxl)), and thus from (2.2) we have that a(es(lxl)) = 0. 
Thus es(lxl) EI, and so m(x) ~ 6 > 0. This means that xis left Fredholm. 
From the first part of the proof we have that m(x) is admissible as a value of c. From 
the second part of the proof we have that m(x) is the largest possible such value, since 
m(x) > 6 with 6 < c arbitrary. • 
The following result should be compared to the definition appearing on p 42 of [EE90], 
and Theorem 4.6 there. 
Corollary 4.3.2 For any x EM, 
m(x) = inf qr(xB) 
. O<qr(B)<oo qr(B) 
Proof: For the «me direction we have that 
inf qr(xB) < 
O<qr(B)<oo qr(B) 
. f qr(xpB'H) 
lil 
pEMP\I P qr(p8'H) 
·-f a(xp) 
lil --






Conversely, we may suppose m(x) > 0, i.e. xis left Fredholm, otherwise there is nothing 
to show. From the proof of Theorem 4.3.l we have that m(x) qz(B) :5 qz(xB) for any 
B which is bounded in norm. 
The result follows. • 
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Chapter 5 
Topological characterisations of 
closed ideals 
Throughout this chapter we suppose, unless specifically stated otherwise, that I is a 
norm closed ideal in a von Neumann algebra M acting on a Hilbert space 1{. 
We aim to generalise the following' known topological characterisations of K.(1l) : for 
x E 8(1i), the following are equivalent: 
(a) x E K.(1i) i.e. xB'H is relatively compact for the norm topology on 1l; 
(b) XIBH: (B'H,o'!BH)--+ (1i, II-ID is continuous; 
( c) x1~ : (B'H, owH) --+ (1i, II-ID is sequentially continuous; 
(d) x: (1i,<T)--+ (1i, ll·ID is sequentially continuous. 
Here <T denotes the weak topology on 1l. Condition ( d) is usually known as the Hilbert 
condition. In general Banach spaces the operators with this property are known as the 
completely continuous operators. 
As motivation for what will follow, and also to illustrate some points that will be made 
later, we offer an outline of the proof of this result. 
Proof: (a) => (b) Suppose B'H :J (ea) ~ 0. Then, since any bounded operator is 
weakly continuous, we have that xea ~ 0. Now suppose for a contradiction that it 
is not the case that xea !l,U 0, so for some f > 0 we can find a subnet ea/J such that 
xe013 ¢ t:B'H for all /3. But xB'H is relatively norm compact, and therefore (xe0 /J) has a . 
convergent subnet, whose limit must be 0 since X~a ~ 0. This gives us the required 
contradiction. 
(b) =? (c) is clear, while (c) => (d) follows from the fact that <T-convergent sequences 
must be bounded in norm. 
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( d) => (a) First note that 81' is relatively u-compact by the reflexivity of H, and 
therefore relatively sequentially u-compact by the Eberlein-Smulian theorem. Therefore 
if (en) is a sequence in 81' it has a convergent subsequence (en1c)· By hypothesis (xen1c) 
s norm convergent. Hence x81i is relatively norm compact. • 
As has been noted in Examples 3.3.2, we have that 
which is the initial convex topology with respect to the p-ideal of projections with finite 
rank. We attempt to generalise this observation as follows: given a norm closed ideal I, 
we consider the topology t(IP) discussed in Section, 3.3. We will show that for x E M, 
x EI {:} xlBH : (81', t(IP)IBH)--+ ('Ji, ll·ID is continuous 
thus generalising the equivalence of (a) and (b). This will be done by using some of the 
theory of mixed topologies. 
In the last section of this chapter we will discuss generalisations of conditions ( c) and 
( d), with specific reference to the work of Kaftal ((Kaf82]). 
5.1· Strong-operator dense ideals 
In the following proposition we characterise the class of norm-closed ideals which are 
strong-operator dense in M. As will prove apparent later these ideals are important 
when considering mixed topologies. 
Proposition 5.1.1 The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a} I is wo-dense in M 
(b) I is so-dense in M 
(c} There exists (Pa) C IP such- that Pa~ 1 
(e) For every 0 ~ q E MP there exists 0 ~ p E IP such that p < q 
(f) 11e11 = suppEIP llPell for every e E 1-{ 
(g) llxll = suppeii> llpxll for every x E M 
{h} 81' is t(IP)-closed 
(i) t(IP) is Hausdorff 
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Proof: (a) # (b) ~ (c) # (d) # (e) => (f) are clear. 
(b) => (c) Since I= [(IP]]= ((IP))-11·11, we have that 
M = I-tlO = ((IP))-11.11-tlo = ((IP))-tlO 
Thus we can find ((IP)) ::> aa ~·1, and so IP ::> r(aa) ~ 1 by Proposition 1.1.5 and 
Proposition 1.1.8. 
(f) => (g) If x E M tl~en 
llxll = sup llxell = sup sup llpxell = sup sup llpxell = sup llPxll 
11e11=1 11e11=1 pEI p pEI p llell=l pEI p 
(g) => (d) Let q = 1 -VIP E MP. Then 
(f) => (h) Suppose 81t ::>ea t<:.;) e. Then llPeall -+ llPell for all p E IP. Thus 
llell = sup llPell = sup lim llPeall ~ 1 
pEIP pEIP a 
(h) => (i) Suppose e # 0. Since 81t is t(IP)-closed, so is !llellB1t· Then 1i \ !llellB?t 
separates e from 0, and so t(IP) is Hausdorff. 
(i) => (d) Let q = 1 - VIP E MP. Fore E q1i, llPell = 0 for all p E IP. Thus e = 0 
by Hausdorffness, and so q = 0. • 
Examples 5.1.2 Recall that if M = 8(1i) then t(K('Ji)P) = u. Thus t(IP) is a 'weak' 
topology, in the sense that it is constructed as a generalisation of u. Therefore we are 
motivated to examine the general relationship between t(IP) and u. 
(1) If t(IP) ~ u, then 81t is t(IP)-closed since it is u-closed, and so the conditions of · 
Proposition 5.1.1 are satisfied. 
(2) We show that t(IP) ~ u iff IC K.(1i). 
Proof: If I C K.(1i) then t(IP) < u since the set of semin,orms determining 
t(I P) is a subset of those determining u. 
Conversely, suppose t(IP) ~ u and assume for a contradiction that there exists · 
p E IP such that p1i is infinite dimensional. Then any orthonormal sequence 
(en) C p1i is u-convergent to 0, but llPenll = llenll = 1, so not t(IP)-convergent 
to 0. This gives us the required contradiction. Thus IP C K('Ji)P, and so from 
the theory of p-ideals we have that IC K.(1i). • 
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In general we can show that if t(I") = u then I= Mn K('Ji). 
Proof: Suppose t(I") = u. That I c Mn K('Ji) follows from (2). 
Clearly M nK('Ji) is a norm-closed ideal in M, so to show the reverse inclusion we 
may once again use the theory of p-ideals. Suppose p EM" is of finite Euclidean 
dimension; we may suppose pis minimal in M". Since t(I") > u, we have by (1) 
that I satisfies the equivalent conditions of Proposition 5.1.1. By condition (e) 
there we have that p E I", by its minimality. • 
It is clear that the converse of this result is false - as a trivial example, if M does 
not have a Type I direct summand in its type decomposition, we have that 
Mn K('Ji) = {O} 
since M contains no minimal projections, and hence no projections with finite 
Euclidean dimension. 
As a more interesting example, consider again the von Neumann algebra f,00 acting 
on the Hilbert space f 2 , and the ideal 
as seen in Examples 3.3.2 (b ). 
Since Co C K(f2 ) we have that t(eo")::::; u. In fact this follows directly since t(eo") 
is the topology of pointwise convergence. Now u and the topology of pointwise 
convergence coincide on bounded sets, thus t( eo") and u agree on bounded sets. 
But certainly t( eo") < u, since the sequence 
t( coP) en = (0, 0, ... '0, n, 0, 0, ... ) --+ 0 
(where the term 'n' appears in the nth position) but clearly 
since weakly convergent sequences have to be bounded in norm. 
(3) It is worthwhile to note that the t(I") and u topologies need not be comparable. 
As a simple example, let 0 < p < 1 be a central projection with infinite Euclidean 
dimension, and let I__.: Mp. Then by (2) we have that t(I") cf:. u. On the other 
hand, it is apparent from (1) that u cf:. t(I"). 
( 4) More interestingly, we can find an example where the conditions of Proposition 
5.1.1 are satisfied but where the t(I") and u topologies are incomparable. This . 
is taken from Example 2 of [Kaf82]; we sketch the details for the convenience of 
the reader. 
Let 1i1 and 1i2 be separable Hilbert spaces (with respective orthonormal bases 
{ (i} and { 7li}) and let 
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where C'H2 denotes the von Neumann algebra of all scalar multiples of the identity 
acting on 1-£2. Then from [KR86] Example 11.1.4 we have that 
M = {x ® 1 : x E 8(1-£1)} 
Then it is easy to see that 
M .... = {x ® 1 : x E K:(1-l1)} 
and 
M...,P = P..., = {p ® 1 : p E K:(1-l1)P} 
Thus VP..., = 1, and so the conditions of Proposition 5.1.1 are satisfied. Since 
M..., ¢.. K:(1-l1®1-£2), we have that t(P...,) i:_ u. 
We now consider the sequence 
.P(n) 
en= E (i ® 1/i 
i=n 
where t/J : N --+ N is any function for which t/J( n) ;::: n. Suppose we h'ave some 
p ® 1 E P...,; we may suppose p is minimal i.e. 
p· = (·,(}( 
for some unit vector ( E 1-£1. Then 
.P(n) 
ll(P ® l)enll2 - II E P(i ® 1/ill2 
i=n 
.P(n) 
- 11 E ((i, (} '® 11dl2 
a=n 
.P(n) 
E l((i, (}12 
i=n 
00 
< E l((i, (}12 
i=n 
--+ 0 
by the Bessel inequality. Thus en t~ 0. Now we choose t/J(n) = 2n, for example, 
and then llen 11 2 = n + 1. Then the sequence en is unbounded, and therefore cannot 
be u-convergent. Thus t(P...,) l u. 
5.2 The closed ideal W(I) and the mixed topology 
For convenience we make the following definition: 
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Definition 5.2.1 
W(I) = {x E M : x1~ : (81t, t(IP)18't) -+ (rt, II-ID is continuous} (5.1) 
We want to show that I = W(I). One of the directions is easy: 
Proposition 5.2.2 IC W(I) 
Proof: Suppose x E I, and suppose t > 0 is given. By Corollary 0.3.6, we can 
choose p E 1 - IP such that llxpll ~ t. Suppose 81t ~ea '<!..;> 0, then by definition we 
have that 11(1 - p)eall -+ 0, and thus 
llxeall - ll[x(l - p) + xp]eall 
< llxll 11(1- p)eall + llxPll lleall 
< llxll 11(1- p)eall + t 
since Ilea II ~ 1. Thus xea !!j 0. • 
Theorem 5.2.3 W(I) is a closed ideal. 
Proof: W(I) is clearly a vector space, and also a left ideal. That it is a right ideal 
follows from Corollary 3.2.5. 
Suppose W(I) ~ Xn !!j x, and suppose 81t ~ ea '<!..;> 0. Then 
and hence xea !!j 0. Thus x E W(I), and W(I) is norm-closed. • 
We now find a topology t for which the members of W(I) are exactly those members of 
M that are (rt, t) -+ (rt, II-ID continuous. In order. to define this topology we need to 
introduce the theory of mixed topological spaces. Our basic reference is [Coo78]. For 
the convenience of the reader we briefly state the few results that we will need. 
Definition .5.2.4 [Coo78} I Definition 1.4 and I Proposition 1.5 
A triple { £, µ, 8} of a vector space£, a topologyµ and a vector homology 8, such that 
all of the members of 8 are µ-bounded, is called a mixed space. The finest locally convex . 
topology which is identical withµ on all the members of 8 is called the mixed topology, 
and denoted µ8 . 
A mixed space { £, µ, 8} will be said to be normal if 8 has a basis consisting of µ-closed 
sets. 
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Note that the mixed spaces of Cooper are tacitly assumed to be normal; see the com-
ments before [Coo78] I Definition 1.4. Most other sources made a distinction between 
mixed spaces and normal mixed spaces. Indeed there are a number of different possible 
formulations for normality, see for example [Per63]. 
Since t(I 11 ) < 11·11, we have that all of the norm bounded sets are t(I 11 )-bounded. Thus 
{1i, t(I 11 ), B} is a mixed space; here B denotes the homology of norm bounded sets. 
By a slight abuse of notation, but one which we believe should assist the reader, we 
denote this mixed space by {1i, t(I 11 ), II.II} and the mixed topology by t(I")ll·ll. (In fact 
the latter notation is consistent with [Per63], for example, who only considers the case 
where the homology is the von Neumann homology of some topology.) It is clear, since 
{nB": n EN} 
forms a basic system for the homology of norm bounded sets, that t(I 11 )11·11 is exactly 
the finest locally convex topology that is identical with t(I 11 ) on B1t. 
If the ideal I under consideration satisfies the equivalent conditions of Proposition 5.1.1 
then via condition (h) of that proposition we have that the collection of norm-bounded 
sets have a basis of t(I 11 )-closed sets. Thus the mixed space {1i, t(I 11 ), 11-11} is normal. 
Furthermore, {1i, t(I 11 ), 11-11} is a Saks space in the terminology of Cooper - see [Coo78] 
I Lemma 3.1 (which should be compared to Proposition 5.1.1) and I Definition 3.2. 
Proposition 5.2.5 {Per63} Proposition 1.2, {Coo78} I Corollary 1. 7 
Suppose {E,µ,B} is a mixed space. If (F,a) is any locally convex space then a linear 
map 
T: (E,µ8 )--. (F,a) 
is continuous iff 
is continuous for every B E B. 
In the case we are considering, this implies that for x E M, 
x: (1i, t(I 11 )ll·ll) __. (1i, II.II) 
is continuous iff 
XIBH : (B1t, t(I")IBH). __. (1i, II-ID 
is continuous. In other words, for x E M 
x E W(I) <=> x: (1i, t(I")ll·ll) --. (1i, II.II) is continuous (5.2) 
Thus we have the topological characterisation of W(I) that was promised previously. 
·We will show that if the equivalent conditions of Proposition 5.1.1 are satisfied then 
W(I) = I. The proof will make some use of the theory of polars and duality. Thus 
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we first we determine the dual spaces of 1f when equipped with the topologies under 
consideration. 
We will make use of the following well known result known as the Grothendieck Com-
pleteness Theorem. 
. 
Lemma 5.2.6 [RR64} Chapter VI Theorem 2 
Letµ be a topology of the dual pair{£,£') and let 8 be any system of closed absolutely 
convex bounded subsets of£ for which · 
(a) span UBeB B = £ 
(b} if B E 8 and ,\ E C then ,\B E 8 
{c) if B1 , B2 E 8 then there exists some BJ E 8 such that B1 U B2 C BJ 
Then the completion of £
1 
under the topology of 8-convergence (i.e. the topology of 
uniform convergence on the polars of the members of 8} is the set of all linear functionals 
which are µIB-continuous on each BE 8. 
Proposition 5.2. 7 If I satisfies the conditions of Proposition 5.1.1 then 
(1£, t(IP)ll·ll)' = 1f (5.3) 
(Here the usual identification of 1f as a dual space is being made, as noted in Section 
0.3.) 
Proof: Since t(IP) ~ II.II, we have that 
(1£, t(I P))' c (1£, 11.11)' = 1f 
Since t(IP) is a Hausdorff topology, we have from [RR64] Chapter II Proposition 10 
that 
(1£, t(IP))' = LJ U(p, t) 0 
pEI"P 
'>O 
where the polar is· taken in 1£*, the algebraic dual of 1£. But since we have already 
shown that (1£, t(IP))
1 
C 1£, it follows that the above polars may as well be taken in 
1£. It follows from (3.11) that 
(1£, t(IP))
1 = LJ U(p, t)° = LJ p!811 = LJ p1l 
pEI"P pEI"P f pEIP 
'>O '>O 
By definition of the operations on the lattice of projections, UpeI P p1l is norm dense in 
(VI P)1f, which is equal to 1f by the hypothesis on the ideal. 
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We consider t(I") as a topology of the pair (rt, upEIP prt) and take 8 to be the col-
lection of scalar multiples of the unit ball. Then by Proposition 5.2.5 the set of linear 
functionals which are t(I")1B-continuous on each B E 8 is exactly (rt, t(I")ll·ll)'. On 
the other hand it is clear that the topology of 8-convergence is just the norm topology 
on the dual space. As previously indicated the completion of lJi>eIP prt under the norm 
topology is rt, since VI" = 1. 
Thus we have from Lemma 5.2.6 that (rt, t(I")ll·ll)' =rt. • 
Note 5.2.8 In particular, t(I")ll·ll is a topology compatible with the pairing (rt, rt), 
and so u ~ t(I")ll·ll, since u is the weakest such topology. Furthermore, in this setting 
the norm topology is the Mackey topology with respect to this pairing, and so t(I")ll·ll 
is coarser than the norm topology. 
We now state three important results which can be deduced from more general results 
.· in the theory of mixed spaces and Saks spaces. All of these results require that the 
mixed topology be normal, so in each case we suppose that I satisfies the conditions of 
Proposition 5.1.1. 
Proposition 5.2.9 Deduced from {Gar64} Proposition 1. 
A basis for the t(I ")11·11 neighbourhoods of 0 is given by the sets 
ac [ .Q nB,. n U(p., <.) ] (5.4) 
where (Pn) is an arbitrary sequence from I" and ( t:n) is an arbitrary sequence of positive 
numbers. 
Proposition 5.2.10 Deduced from {Coo78} I Proposition 1.2.2. 
A set B C rt is t(I")ll·ILequicontinuous iff for every f > 0 there exists a t(I")-
equicontinuous set B' such that 
B c B' + t:811 
We know that the t(I")-equicontinuous sets are the members of b(I"), that is, are those 
sets included in p.5811 for some p EI" and h > 0. 
Thus BC rt is t(I")ll·ILequicontinuous iff BE b(I"). 
Proposition 5.2.11 Deduced from {Coo78} I Proposition 4.5(a). 
The topology t(I ")11·11 is defined by the collection of seminorms 
(5.5) 
where (Pn) CI" and (.Xn) j oo are arbitrary. 
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The proof of the following lemma is basically the same as part of the proof of [RR64) 
Chapter VI Theorem 2. ' 
Lemma 5.2.12 Suppose n E N, p E IP, f. > 0. Then 
(5.6) 
Proof: (n8'H)0 = ~B'H is u-compact, by the Alaoglu-Bourbaki theorem. Further-
more, any polar is u-closed, in particular, U(p, f.) 0 is u-closed. 
Therefore, (n8'H) 0 + U(p, f.) 0 is u-closed, by [RR64) Chapter III Lemma 7(iii). Thus 
(n8'H) 0 + U(p, f.) 0 is au-closed absolutely convex set which contains (n8'H) 0 U U(p, f.) 0 • 
Now [nB'H n U(p,f.)] 0 is the u-closed absolutely convex hull of (nB7-t) 0 U U(p,f.) 0 , by 
[RR64) Chapter II Corollary 3, and so 
[nB'H n U(p, f.)) 0 c (n8'H) 0 + U(p, f.) 0 . 
as required. • 
Theorem 5.2.13 If I satisfies the conditions of Proposition 5.1.1 then W(I) =I. 
Proof: It follows from Proposition 5.2.2 that I C W(I) . 
. Suppose x E W(I), then x : (H., t(IP)ll·ll) -+ (1i, ll·ID is continuous. Let V denote the 
system of basic convex closed neighbourhoods of 0 for t(IP)ll·ll defined in Proposition 
5.2.9, then there exists VE V such that x[V) C B'H. Suppose 
V = ac [ .9, nB,, n U(p., <n)] 
where (Pn) is a sequence from IP and (fn) is a sequence of positive numbers. Then 
x*B'H c vo 
- { ac LQ nB,, n U(p., <n) l r 
- { nQ
1 
nB'H n U(pn, fn) }
0 
00 n [ nB'H n U(pn, fn) ]° 
n=l 
00 
c n (nB'H)° + U(pn, fn) 0 
n=l 
00 1 1 
- n -B'H + Pn-B'H 
n=l n f.n 
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Therefore, given any n E N, we can find Pn E IP and 6n > 0 such that 
x*B'H C Pn6n81t + ~81t 
n 
Thus qz(x*B'H) = 0, and so by Corollary 4.2.6, this means that x* EI, and so x EI. • 
Note 5.2.14 It is easy to see that a proof of this result can be given using the homolog-
ical characterisation of the mixed topology given in Proposition 5.2.10 rather than the 
'direct' characterisation given in Proposition 5.2.9. In· fact, it is very easy to see (by 
making use of Lemma 5.2.12 and the usual properties of polars) that each of Proposition 
5.2.10 and Proposition 5.2.9 imply the other. 
5.3 A reduction procedure 
In this section we show that the assumption that a norm-closed ideal I be strong-
operator dense in M is not necessary, and set out to establish that even without this 
assumption we ~till have that W(I) = I. We achieve this by using reduced von Neu-
mann algebras to reduce the general case to the one already considered. 
In what follows, let I be any ideal in M, not necessarily norm-closed. Let 
VIP=QEMP 
As usual we denote by MQ the reduction of M by Q, which is a von Neumann algebra 
acting on the Hilbert space QH.. Recall that IQ = { XQ : x E I} is a norm closed ideal 
in MQ. Since p ~ Q for all p E IP we have from Proposition 1.2.12 that 
IQP = {PQ : p E IP} 
We denote by t(IQ 11 ) the topology on QH. induced as in Definition 3.3.1 by IQ 11 • 
Lemma 5.3.1 Let I be any ideal in M. Suppose x EI and let VI 11 = Q be as before. 
Then R(x) ~ Q. 
Proof: 
R(x) R(xx*) 
- eco,oo)( xx*) 
- v ec(,oo)(xx*) 
(>0 
< Q 
Here we have used the right continuity of the spectral family, and that e((,oo)(xx*) E IP 
for all f > 0, as established in Theorem 0.3.5. • 
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Proposition 5.3.2 Let I be any ideal in M. The subspace topology of t(I) 
(a) on (1 - Q)1l is the indiscrete topology; 
(b) on Q1l is t(IQ)· 
Proof: (a) Suppose x EI. Since x• EI, we have R(x*) < Q, and so (1 - Q)x• = 0. 
Thus x(l - Q) = 0. Therefore 
{e E (1 - Q)1l: xe E B?i} = (1 - Q)1l 
and the result follows. 
(b) Suppose x E I. A basic neighbourhood of 0 in Q1l for t(IQ) is 
{e E Q1l: XQ E BQ?i} - {e E Q1l: Qxe E B?i} 
- {e E Q1l: xe E B?i} 
- x-1(81i) n Q1l 
and the result follows. • 
Proposition 5.3.3 Suppose I is a norm-closed ideal, and let VIP= Q. Then 
(5.7) 
Proof: · Suppose x E W(I), and suppose 
We specialise Proposition 5.3.2 to the topology t(IP); this makes sense since it is the 
initial topology for the ideal ((IP)). By (b) we have that the subspace topology of t(IP) 
on QB?i is t(IQP), and so 
8 t t(IP) t ?i :J 'o.a -+ i,. 
considered as a net in rt .. Thus xea !!:.U xe, by the hypothesis on x. From this it follows 
that 
or equivalently, that 
t 11.11 t 
XQi,.a ~XQi,. 
Thus xq E W(IQ), which shows that W(I)Q C W(IQ)· 
t(IP) 
Conversely, suppose XQ E W(IQ), and suppose B?i :J ea -+ e. 
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Then by Proposition 3.2.5 we have that Qea t<.:.:> Qe, and.so again by Proposition 5.3.2 
(b) we have 
BQx => Qea t(IQ"> Qe 
Thus XQQea !!:ll xQQe by hypothe~is. Then clearly QxQea !!:ll QxQe, which means that 
QxQ E W(I). Thus 
XQ = (QxQ)Q E W(I)Q 
• 
Theorem 5.3.4 For any norm closed ideal I, W(I) = I 
Proof: First note that V IQP = Q, the identity in MQ. Thus by Theorem 5.2.13 we 
have that W(IQ) =IQ. 
Because both I and W(I) are norm-closed ideals, it suffices by the theory of p-ideals 
to show that if p E W(I)P then p E IP. 
If p E W(I)P then 
and so QpQ EI. 
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that p ~ Q. So suppose e E (1 - Q)1£. Then 
from Proposition 5.3.2 (a) the sequence (e,o,e,o, ... ) is t(IP)-convergent, and so the 
sequence (pe, 0, pe, 0, ... ) is norm-convergent, since p E W(I). This shows that pe = 0, 
and sop< Q. • 
Corollary 5.3.5 t(IP) = 11·11 # I= M 
Proof: It is clear that if I= M then t(IP) = 11·11· Conversely, if t(IP) = 11·11 then 
it is immediate that 1 E W(I). The result then follows by Theorem 5.3.4. • 
Corollary 5.3.6 I,P is a up-ideal iff for x E M, the following are equivalent: 
(a) x: (1£, t(IP)) -+ (1£, ll·ID is continuous. 
(b) x1B1-1 : (Bx, t(IP)IB1-1) -+ (1£, II.ID is continuous. 
j 
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5.4 Identifying the mixed topology 
Theorem 5.4.1 Suppose I is a norm-closed ideal. Then 
t(I) $ t(IP)ll·ll 
Suppose further that I satisfies the conditions of Proposition 5.1.1. Then 
. t(I) = t(IP)ll·ll 
that is, the mixed topology is the initial topology of I. 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
Proof: Since I C W(I) we have that if x E I then x : (1l, t(IP)ll·ll) -+ (1l, 11·11) 
is continuous. Therefore t(I) ::=:; t(IP)ll·ll since t(I) is by definition the weakest vector 
topology with this property. 
Now suppose I satisfies the conditions of Proposition 5.1.1. Recall from Proposition 
5.2.11 that in this case the topology t(IP)ll·ll is defined by the collection of seminorms 
</>(e) = sup llPnell 
n An 
where (Pn) C IP and (An) j oo are arbitrary. 
Suppose we are given such a seminorm. To show that t(I) ~ t(IP)ll·ll it will suffice to 
show that there exists x E I such that </>(e) $ llxell for all e E 1l. We may suppose 
without loss of generality that Pn is a sequence of increasing projections. We then put 




Then x E I since I is closed. Now for all n E N, 
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and thus 
</>(e) =sup llPnell $ llxell 
n An 
As previously indicated this completes the proof. • 
Note 5.4.2 It seems plausible that the topologies considered above should always be 
equal, however, the behaviour of mixed topologies with respect to subspaces is not well 
understood except in the case that the mixed topology is normal. In the normal case, 
the behaviour under taking subspaces is in certain cases as one would hope for: see 
[Coo78] Proposition I 4.6. 
Suppose now that I is any ideal. It is clear from the fact that t(I) ::;; II· II that we can 
consider the mixed space (1i, t(I), II.II). 
Corollary 5.4:3 Suppose 'P is a p-ideal. Then the initial topologies t(I) of all of the 
ideals I for which IP= 'P coincide on 811, and the mixed topologies t(I)ll·ll all coincide. 
Proof: Suppose I is an ideal for which IP= 'P. Then 
t(I P) ::; t(I) < t(I) ::; t(I P)ll·ll 
Therefore 
t(I P)ll·ll ::; t(I)ll·ll ::; ( t(I P)ll·ll)ll·ll = t(I P)ll·ll 
Thus the mixed topologies all coincide with t(I P)ll·ll. By definition of the mixed topology 
this means that t(I) coincides with t(IP) on 811, and the result follows. • 
Corollary 5.4.4 An ideal is closed if its initial topology is invariant under mixing, that 
is, t(I) = t(I)ll·ll. 
Proof: If the topology t(I) is invariant under mixing then 
t(I) = t(I)ll·ll ~ t(IP)ll·ll ~ t(I) ~ t(I) 
and so I = I by Corollary 3.2.4. • 
The next result follows from Proposition 5.2.10 and Theorem 5.4.1. 
Corollary 5.4.5 Suppose I is a norm-closed ideal satisfying the conditions of Propo-
sition 5.1.1. Then 
b(IP) = b(I) (5.10) 
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It is of some interest to show that this property can be proved directly. Furthermore, 
note that 'the following proof is valid for any ideal, and not just for those characterised 
by Proposition 5.1.1. However, this general result does not imply a general form of 
Theorem 5.4.1 since Proposition 5.2.10 requires the normality of the mixed space in 
question. 
Theorem 5.4.6 Suppose I is a norm-closed ideal. Then 
b(IP) = b(I) (5.11) 
Proof: As previously noted b(I) is the finest convex homology for which all the 
operators x E I are bounde~ Thus, since b(IP) also has this property by Corollary 
4.2.6, we have that b(I) C b(IP). 
For the converse inclusion, suppose B E b(IP). Now B must be n~m bounded, so we 
may suppose without loss of generality that BC 81-l. Since BE b(IP), we can find an 
increasing sequence of projections Pn E IP such that 
1 
B c Pn81-l + 4n 81-l 
for all n EN. Define qi= Pt, and·qn+l = Pn+I - Pn for n EN. 
Suppose e E B. We claim that for every n E N we have that 
n 




4i-l for 1:::; i:::; n 
11(1 - Pn)ell < 
1 
4n 
The proof of this result proceeds by induction. We rely on the following observation: 
if e E '}{. and q E MP' then the best approximation to e in q'H. is qe. Suppose e E B. 
Since 
we have that llq1ell :::; 1 and 11(1 - P1)ell :::; ~· This shows that the result holds true 
in the case n = 1. Now suppose the result holds for some n E N. -Considering the 
decomposition 
n+l 
e = L qie + (1 - Pn+i)e 
i=l 
we have that 
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via the induction hypothesis. Now 
and so 
1 
11(1 - Pn+dell ~ 4n+I 
which completes the induction step. It follows that e has the expansion 
n=l 
where llqnell ~ 4L1 for all n E N. Put 
Then x EI since I is norm-closed. Now E:=t 2mqme is a convergent series since 
00 2 00 
L 2mqme L ll2mqmell2 
m=l m=l 
00 
- L 4mllqmell2 
m=l 
00 4m 
< L: 42m-2 m=l 
00 1 





Then from the orthogonality of { qn} we have that 
e = (±_ f: ln qn) (y'3 f: 2mqme) E xB"' ·· y'3 n=l 2 4 m=l 
and so B C xB'H, as required. 
5.5 Ideals determined by sequential convergence 
• 
In this section we are going to analyse ideals determined by sequential continuity cri-
teria. We consider some of the work of Kaftal, in particular the paper [Kaf82]. To 







- {x E M : Xjs11 : (B'H, t(IP)1s11 ) ~ (1t, II.II) is continuous} (5.12) 
- {x E M : x: (1t, t(IP)) ~ (1t, II.II) is continuous} (5.13) 
{x EM : x1s11 : (B'H, t(IP)1~) ~ (1t, II.II) is seq. continuous} (5.14) 
{x E M : x: (?-l, t(IP)) ~ (1t; ll·ID is seq. continuous} (5.15) 
Of course Wbc(I) has until now been denoted W(I). 
Recall that via Proposition 3.3.3 we have that 
(5.16) 
while via Theorem 5.3.4 we have that 
(5.17) 
Thus we have the following diagram of inclusions: 
- Wbc(I) c W1>o-(I) 
u . u (5.18) 
- Wc(I) c W11(I) 
Proposition 5.5.2 Wb11 (I) is a norm-closed ideal. W11 (I) is an ideal. 
Proof: It is clear that both these sets are left ideals since the norm topology is 
metrisable. It follows from Corollary 3.2.5 that they are right ideals. 
The proof that W1>o-(I) is norm-closed is similar to Theorem 5.2.3 and so is omitted. • 
Example 5.5.3 It is clear that if any of 
t(IP), t(IP)IBH' or t(IP)ll·ll 
are metrisable then 
Wbc(I) = W1>o-(I) 
while if t(IP) is metrisable then 
We take an example that has been considered before : the von Neumann algebra £00 
acting on the Hilbert space £2 , with the ideal 
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Recall that c.oP consists of those sequences consisting only of finitely many l's, and O's 
otherwise, and of course ((IP)) = t/J, the space of sequences with only finitely many 
non-zero terms .. Also recall that t(c.oP) is in fact the topology of pointwise convergence, 
which is metrisable. Therefore we have the diagram 
(5.19) 
In any case, it is easy to verify directly that the inclusion Wu(<-0) C Wbu(<-0) is proper. 
Certainly~=(~) E <-0 C Wbu(<-0). Now en= (O,O, ... ,O,n,O,O, ... ) t(c.oP) 0, where 
the term 'n' appears in the nth position, while xen = (0, 0, ... '0, 1, 0, 0, ... ) and this 
sequence is not norm convergent to 0. Thus x ft Wu(<-0). 







In particular this shows that the inclusion Wc(I) C Wu (I) can be strict. 
(5.20) 
Example 5.5.5 Consider the case where M is a semifinite von Neumann algebra. It 
has been shown by Kaftal ([Kaf82) Proposition 3) that if q E MP is algebraically infinite 
then there exists an orthonormal sequence {en} c q1l such that en t~) 0. 
It follows from this that Wbu(M .... ) = M .... - ([Kaf82) Theorem 7). 
M.... - Wbc(M .... ) - W11u(M .... ) 
u u u (5.21) 
((1' .... )) - Wc(M .... ) c Wu(M .... ) 
Example 5.5.6 We again consider the case where 1£1 and 1£2 are separable Hilbert 
spaces and the von Neumann algebra 
We are going to show that 
(5.22) 
Since both of the above sets are ideals in M it suffices to consider positive operators. · 
If x ® 1 E Wu(M .... ) then from (5.21) we have that x ® 1 E M .... , and so x E K(1ii). 
Thus x has a Schmidt decomposition 
00 
X· = L Ai(·, (i)(i 
i=l 
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where (Ai) is the s-number sequence of x and (i is an orthonormal sequence of eigen-
vectors for x each with corresponding eigenvalue Ai. 
Now suppose x ® 1 ¢ £ 2(8(1t1)) ® 1, so x ¢ £ 2 (8(1t1)) and thus 
Therefore for each n E N, L~n A?= oo, so we can construct a function ,,P( n) such that 
,P(n) 
L Ai 2 > 1 
i=n 
for all n EN. 
Consider the sequence 
,P(n) 
en= I: (i ® 1/i 
i=n 
where 1/i is any fixed orthonormal base for 1t2 • As shown in Examples 5.1.2 (4) we have 
that en t~) 0. 
However, we have that 
,P(n) 
(x® l)en - L x(i ®1/i 
i=n 
,P(n) 




ll(x ® 1)enll 2 = L Ai 2 > 1 
i=n 
which shows that (x ® l)en does not norm-converge to 0. Thus x ® 1 ¢ Wu(M-). This 
gives us the required contradiction, and so Wu(M .... ) C £ 2(8(1t1)) ® 1. 
Therefore in this case we have the following diagram: 
M .... - Wbc(M .... ) - Wbu(M,.,) 
U:;/: 
U:;/: u £ 2 (8(1-£1)) ® 1 (5.23) 
u 
((P-)) - Wc(M .... ) c Wu(M ... ) 
We have now seen some ideals I for which we have I= Wbu(I). This condition has 
been called the generalised Hilbert condition. A fundamental question that needs to be 
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asked is whether or not the generalised Hilbert condition will hold for any closed ideal 
IinM. 
We have seen that it was shown by Kaftal in [Kaf82] that the generalised Hilbert condi-
tion holds in the case of a semifinite von Neumann algebra and the ideal of algebraically 
compact operators. However, the proof uses specific properties of the algebraically finite 
projections, and so there is no hope for this proof being extended to other ideals. 
On the other hand, recall that the proof of the classical Hilbert condition relies on two 
fundamental results in functional analysis: that the unit ball is O'-compact (due to the 
reflexivity of 11), and the Eberlein-Smulian theorem. 
If we attempt to imitate this proof in the general case, we can bypass the Eberlein-
Smulian theorem by making use of the theory of angelic spaces. For the definition of 
angelic spaces see [Flo80] Definition 3.3. One of the most important properties of angelic 
spaces is that relative compactness and relative sequential compactness coincide, as seen 
in (Flo80] Theorem 3.3 (1). By (Flo80] 3.10 (1) (11, O') is an angelic space; furthermore 
from [Flo80] Theorem 3.3 .(2) any vector topology stronger than an angelic topology is 
again angelic. 
Therefore, at least in the case where VIP = 1, t(IP)ll·ll is angelic since it is stronger 
than O', by Note 5.2.8. Therefore relative t(IP)-compactness and relative sequential 
t(IP)-compactness will coincide on 81f. The restriction that VIP = 1 is not severe as 
it is clear that the reduction process described in Section 5.3 will work for Wba(I) too. 
However, the other problem posed seems unsurmountable : in the case that VI 'P = 1 
there is no hope that 81i be compact in the topology t(IP), for then the bijection 
id: (B?t, t(IP)1~) --+ (B?t, O'IBH) 
is continuous by Note 5.2.8, and therefore a homeomorphism, by (Wil70a] Theorem 
17.14. This is impossible except in trivial cases, as shown by the following proposition 
(which improves the result noted in Examples 5.1.2 (2)). 
Proposition 5.5.7 Suppose t(IP)IB1t = O'IBw Then 
I= Mn K(11) 
Proof: Suppose t(IP)1~ = O'IBw Then 
I - Wbc(I) 
- {x EM : x: (B?t, t(IP)1~)--+ (11, II.II) is continuous} 
- {x EM: x: (B?t,O'IBH~--+ (11, ll·ID is continuous} 
- {x EM : x E K(11)} 




Ideals of T-measurable operators 
Throughout this chapter, M denotes a semifinite von Neumann algebra of operators 
on a Hilbert space rt equi.£.Ped with a distinguished faithful semifinite normal trace r. 
We consider the algebra M of r-measurable operators affiliated to M, equipped with 
the topology of convergence in measure. 
In Section 6.1 we look at ideals of r-measurable operators that are closed in the topology 
of convergence in measure. We show there is a satisfactory relationship between the 
class of norm-closed ideals in M and the class of measure-closed ideals in M. This 
enables us to use some of the theory of p-ideals in our study. The situation is especially 
satisfactory in the case that the p-ideal under consideration includes the p-ideal 'P..,.. As 
indicated in Chapter 1, this p-ideal behaves very much like the p-ideal JC(rt)", and in 
fact _coincides with it in the case where M = 8(1-t) and Tis the canonical trace. In the 
remainder of this chapter (Section 6.2 onwards) we analyse the measure-closed ideal 
determined by this p-ideal. This ideal has come to be known as _the ideal of r-compact 
operators. 
It is well known that the compact operators are exactly those whose s-number sequence 
decreases to zero. Following the lead of Fack and Kosaki, the r-compact operators 
are defined to be those r-measurable operators whose generalised singular function 
decreases to zero. Indeed, in the case where we consider M = 8(1-t) with the canonical 
trace, we have that M = M and the r-compact operators are exactly the compact 
ones. The given d~finitiqn seems to be an appropriate generalisation of the notion of 
compactness of an operator in the setting of the r-measurable operators, .as we are able 
to show that the r-compact operators possess a number of properties typical of compact 
operators, as well as many of the compact-like properties, considered previously in this . 
thesis, enjoyed by norm-closed ideals in M. 
These operators were first considered by Fack in [Fac82] and [Fac83] and then by Fack 
and Kosaki ([FK86]). More recently Dodds, Dodds, and de Pagter have made some 
u~e of this class in their study of symmetric non-commutative Banach function spaces 
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{[DDP89b], [DDP90] and [DDP91]). Furthermore Hiai and Nakamura have used this 
class in their study of unitary orbits in von Neumann algebras ([HN89] and [HN91]), and 
Chilin, Krygin and Sukochev in their study of convexity of symmetric sets ([CKS92a]) 
and spaces of measurable operators ([CKS92b]). 
The material appearing in Sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.5 is an expanded and improved version 
of a paper ([SW]) written jointly with Anton Stroh. The material on the index function 
in Section 6.6 also appears there'. Furthermore a small proportion of the material 
appearing in Section 6.4 was anticipated in [SW]. For the sake of coherence full details 
are given. 
6.1 Norm-closed and measure-closed ideals 
In this first section we want to establish the relationship bet~een the class of norm 
closed ideals in M and the class of measure closed ideals in M. We begin with the 
following theorem: 
Theorem 6.1.1 Suppose I is a norm-closed ideal in M and I a measure-closed ideal 
in M. Then 
(a) z-Tcm is a measure-closed ideal in M. 
(b) In M is a norm-closed ideal in M, and (In M tr cm = I. 
Proof: (a) is clear since Tcm is compatible with the algebraic structure. 
(b) Certainly In M is a ideal in M. Suppose 
in M :::> Xn ~ x 
Then Xn ~ x, and so x e.i n M. Thus In M is norm-closed. 
Certainly (In M)-Tcm c I. Suppose 
x = vlxl = v fo00 ,\ de~(lxl) EI 
Put 
Xn = V Ion,\ de~(lxl) 
Then Xn = x en(lxl) EI n M and Xn ~ x. So I c (In M)-Tcm. • 
The r~sult that (I n M)-rcm = I can be called a down-up theorem. We want to 
investigate under what conditions we have a so called up-down theorem i.e. under what 
conditions on I do we have that z-Tcm n M =I. 
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We achieve this by examining the projections involved. Since z-'Tcm is a measure-closed 
ideal, z-'Tcm n M is a norm-closed ideal by Theorem 6.1.1 (b). So by Theorem 1.1.9, 
the norm-closed· ideals z-'Tcm n M and I are equal iff the p-ideals 




Proposition 6.1.2 Suppose I is a norm-closed ideal in M. Then 
Proof: 
z-'Tcm n MP = (In MPt'Tcm 
We first show that MP is closed in the measure topology. Suppose 
MP :Jpn ~XE M 
(6.1) 
then by the measure continuity of multiplication and adjunction we have that x is 
idempotent and self-adjoint. Since 1 ~ µc(Pn) -+ µc(x) a.e., we have that llxll < 1. 
Thus x E MP. 
Since I c z-'Tcm we have that In MP c z-'Tcm n MP. Thus 
since the intersection of closed sets is closed. 
Conversely, suppose p E z-'Tcm n MP. Since I= ((In MP))-11·11, we have that 
z-'Tcm =((In MP))-11·11-'Tcm =((In MP)t'Tcm 
Thus we can find ((In MP)) :J Xn ~ p. Then r(XnP) EI n MP by Proposition 1.1.5, 
and r(xnp) ~ p by Proposition 1.1.8. Thus p E (In MP)-'Tcm. • 
It follows that the up-down theorem holds iff the p-ideal In MP is measure-closed. 
We now introduce a condition on a p-ideal that is equivalent to it being measure-closed 
and which may be easier to verify in examples. 
Definition 6.1.3 Suppose P is a p-ideal. Then P is said to be an mp-ideal if whenever 
we have (Pn) C P,p E MP,pn ~ p and Pn:::; p for all n EN, then p E P. 
Proposition 6.1.4 A p-ideal P is an mp-ideal iff it is closed in measure. 
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Proof: It is clear that if 'P is closed in measure then it is an mp-ideal. 
Conversely, suppose 'P is an mp-ideal and suppose 'P ::) Pn ~ p. Then for all n E N 
we have that PnP E (('P)) and so r(PnP) E 'P, by Proposition 1.1.5, and r(p0p)'~ p by 
Proposition 1.1.8. Furthermore r(p0 p) 5 p, sop E 'P by hypothesis. Thus 'Pis closed 
m measure. • 
We summarise the discussion in the following theorem: 
Theorem 6.1.5 Suppose I is a norm-closed ideal. The following are equivalent: 
{a} the up-down theorem holds for I, i.e. z-Tcm n M =I. 
(b) the p-ideal In MP is T cm -closed. 
{c} the p-ideal In MP is an mp-ideal. 
Proposition 6.1.6 Suppose MP ::) Pn ~ p and Pn 5 p for all n E N. 
Then r(p - Pn) -+ 0 and p = V~=tPn. 
Proof: It is clear that p ;::: V~=iPn· Now 
for all n EN. Therefore by the faithfulness of Tit suffices for both statements to show 
that r(p - p0 ) -+ 0. This is clear from the fact that 
X(O,T(p-pn)){t) = µt(P - Pn) -+ 0 
fort> 0. • 
Corollary 6.1. 7 Any up-ideal is an mp-ideal. 
Proof: Suppose 'Pis a up-ideal and 'P::) Pn ~ p, with Pn < p for all n E N. Then · 
by Proposition 6.1.6 we have that p = V~=iPn· Thus p E 'P, and 'Pis an mp-ideal. • 
In particular the up-down theorem holds for ideals whose p-ideal is a up-ideal. 
Theorem 6.1.8 Suppose I is a norm closed ideal with p-ideal 'P. The mp-ideal gen-
erated by 'P - i.e. the smallest mp-ideal containing 'P - is the T cm -closure of 'P, and this · 
coincides with the set 
{p E MP: 3(pn) C 'P such that Pn f p,pn ~ p} (6.2) 
The p-ideal of the ideal z-Tcm n M is this mp-ideal. 
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Proof: We have that z-Tcm n M is a norm closed ideal and by Proposition 6.1.2 
that its p-ideal is the Tern-closure of P. In particular p-'T'cm is indeed a p-ideal. Thus 
the generated mp-ideal is p-'T'cm. 
Clearly 
{p E MP : 3(pn) C P such that Pn j p, Pn ~ p} C p-Tcm 
Conversely, suppose p E p-Tcm. Suppose P :::> Pn ~ p. By the same argument as in 
Proposition 6.1.4 we have that 
Now 
n 
P ~ V r(pip) ~ r(PnP) 
i=l 
for all n E N, and so 
µ, (P <~. r(p;p)) '.::: µ,(p - r(p.p))-+ 0 
for all t > 0. It follows from Proposition 6.1.6 that 
n n 
V r(PiP) i p and V r(PiP) ~ p 
i=l 
Thus p E {p E MP: 3(pn) C P such that Pn j p,p0 ~ p}, which finishes the proof. • 
Example 6.1.9 Not all p-ideals are mp-ideals. For example, consider the von Neu-
mann algebra £00 C 8(£2), with the weighted trace determined by the values 
1 
r(e) = --n 2n 
Thus, if A= (xn) E £00 +, then 
00 x 
r(A) = L 2: 
n=l 
Of course T is a faithful semifinite normal trace on £00 , and Tcm is the topology of 
pointwise convergence. 
Now both Co and £00 itself are norm closed ideals in £00 • The p-ideal of Co is 
{XA : AC N is finite} 
It is clear that the mp-ideal generated by this p-ideal is 
{XA: AC N} 
which is the p-ideal for £00 • Thus the up-down theorem fails here; moreover, we imme-
diately deduce that there is not a one.:.to-one correspondence between the norm-closed 
ideals in M and the measure-closed ideals in M. 
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Example 6.1.10 Consider the ideal M 0 • Suppose 
and Pn < p for all n E N. Then as shown in Proposition 6.1.6, r{p - p0 ) --+ 0 and so 
r{p) = r{p - Pn) + r{pn) < 00 
i.e. p E 'P,,.. 
Thus 'PT is an mp-ideal and the up-down theorem holds for M 0 • 
In fact, we show that if 'PT C 'P then 'P is an mp-ideal, and so the up-down theorem 
holds for [['P]]. 
Proof: Suppose 'P :::> Pn ~ p, and Pn .:5 p for every n E N. Then as argued in 
Proposition 6.1.6, p - p0 is eventually a member of 'Pn and thus a member of 'P. Thus 
p = (p - Pn) + Pn E 'P. I 
6.2 Definition of Mo and some examples 
In this and the following sections we focus our attention on the r-compact operators. 
Suppose x E M. Put 
µoo(x) = lim µt(x) = inf µt(x) 
t-+oo t>O 
(6.3) 
The above limit exists since the generalised singular function µt(x) is decreasing {int). 
Proposition 6.2.1 If x,xi,x2 EM and>. EC, then 
µoo(x) < llxll (6.4) 
µoo(>.x) - l>.I µoo{x) {6.5) 
, µco(X1 + X2) < µoo(x1) + µoo{x2) {6.6) 
µoo(X1X2) < µoo(x1) µoo(x2) (6.7) 
µoo(x) - µoo(x*) {6.8) 
µoo(x) - µoo(lxl) {6.9) 
from which it follows (equations (6.5) to (6.8)) that µ00 is a *-algebra semi-norm on 
M. 
Proof: These follow from the following equations which are established in (FK86] 
Lemma 2.5: 
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µt(,h) - IAI µt(x) 
µ2t(X1 + X2) < µt(X1) + µt(X2) 
µ2t(X1X2) < µt(x1) µt(x2) 
µt(x) - µt(x*) 
.µt(x) - µt(lxl) 
for all t > 0. • 
Note that if Xi~ 0 then µt(Xi) -+ 0 for all t > 0, and hence µ00(xi) -+ 0, sinc~t(.) 
is decreasing. It follows that µoo is continuous at o, and hence continuous on M. In 
particular we have that its kernel is a Tern-closed two-sided *-ideal in M, namely, the 
set of operators whose generalised singular function decreases to 0. 
Now it is well known that the compact operators are exactly those whose s -number 
sequence decreases to 0. For this reason we callJhe ideal under consideration the r-
compact ideal, denoted M 0 • This notation is consistent with that for the ideal Mo 
discussed in Chapter I since it will be shown in Corollary 6.2.4 that Mon M = M 0 • 
Note 6.2.2 By (0.22) we have that for p E MP, µ00 (p) is either 0 or 1 and 
p E Mop {:} r(p) < oo {:} p E Pr 
'By the definition of T-measurability, any x EM admits a decomposition 
xp + x(l - p) 
(6.10) 
where p E MP, r(I - p) < oo, and xp EM. Then 1 - p E Mo, and so x(l - p) E Mo. 
It follows that 
(6.11) 
The equivalence of (a), (b) and (c) in the following theorem has already been established 
in [FK86) Proposition 3.2. We give a complete proof for the reader's convenience. 
Theorem 6.2.3 $uppose x E M. The following are equivalent :-
(a} x E Mo 
(b) dt(x) < oo for all t > 0 
(c) There exists {xn} C ((Pr)) such that Xn ~ x 
(d} There exists {xn} C H(M) such that Xn ~ x 
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Corollary 6.2.4 
MonM =Mo (6.14) 
i.e. 
Mo= {x EM : µoo(x) = O} (6.15) 
Proof: Suppose x E Mo, so there exists {xn} C H(M) such that Xn !!:U x. Then 
certainly'xn ~ x. Thus by Theorem 6.2.3 (d), x E Mo, and certainly x EM. 
Conversely, if x = vlxl E Mon M then the operators defined as 
/llxll 
Xn = v Ji. A de.x(lxl) 
n 
converge in norm to x, by the spectral theorem. Also by inspecting the argument (b) 
=> (c) => (d) in Theorem 6.2.3 we see that {xn} C H(M). Thus x E Mo. • 
Example 6.2.5 If M = .C00 (X, E, µ) and T = f · dµ then it is well known that M is 
the space of all measurable functions bounded except on a set of finite measure, and 
H(M) = .C00 (X,E,µ) n.C1 (X,E,µ) 
In this case 
Mo={/ EM : µ{x EX : IJ(x)I > t} < oo for all t > O} 
Examples 6.2.6 (1) If M = B(?-l) with the canonical trace, then M = M and 
Mo= Mo= K.(1-l) 
(2) If M = 100 with the canonical trace, then M = M and Mo = Mo = Co 
In the above examples it is clear that M = M, Tcm = II.II, and hence (via Theorem 
6.2.3 ( d)), that Mo = M 0 • In fact, we have the following result: 
Proposition 6.2. 7 The following are equivalent: 
(a) M = M 
(b) inf r(p) > 0 
Oi:pEMP 
{c} Tcm = 11·11 
{d} Mo= Mo 
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Proof: It is clear that (b) :::} ( c) :::} ( d ). 
We have already seen that M = M + M 0 • This shows that (d) :::} (a). 
We show that (a) :::} (b) by considering the contrapositive. Suppose 
inf T(p) = Q 
O~pEMP 
Choose a sequence {Pn} C MP such that 0 < T(Pn) :::; 2~. Define 
Since 
it follows that 
n 
Xn = LiPi 
i=l 
m 
supp(xm - Xn) = V Pi (whenever m > n) 
i=n+l 
(
m) m m 1 1 
T(supp(xm - Xn)) = T . V Pi :::; . L T(Pi) :::; . L 2i = 2n --+ 0 s=n+I s=n+l 1=n+I 
.as n,m--+ oo. Hence {xn} is Cauchy in measure, and so has a limit x EM, by the 
completeness of M. 
To conclude the argument it will suffice to show that this limit is not in M : for a.e. 
t > 0 we have that 
µ,(xn) --+ µ,(x) ::; llxll 
and so limsupn llxnll :::; llxll· But llxnll = n for all n EN, and so x ¢ M. • 
We now consider reduced von Neumann algebras. If Q E MP, then MQ is a semifinite 
von Neumann algebra of operators. If TQ is defined on MQ by putting 
(6.16) 
then TQ is a faithful semifinite normal trace on MQ, called the reduction of T by Q. 
We now show that the T-measurable and T-compact operators are preserved under 
reductions. 
It is important to note that for x E M, XQ denotes the restriction of the closure of Qx 
to Q'J-l. We denote 
On the. other hand, MQ denotes the completion of the semifinite von Neumann algebra 
MQ in Tqcm, the topology of convergence in measure determined by the reduced trace 
TQ. The generalised singular function on MQ determined by TQ is also denoted µ,(.) 
as there is no danger of confusion. This theme seems to have first been considered by 
Fack. In the following proposition, (6.17) improves [Fac82) Proposition 1.5 (i) and (iii). 
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Theorem 6.2.8 Suppose Q E MP and x E M. Then 
µt(XQ) µt(QxQ) 
MQ - MQ 




Proof: Suppose x E M. It is immediate that XQ is a closed densely defined operator 
on QH. 
We want to show that XQ is affiliated to MQ. Since (M')Q = (MQ)', it suffices to show 
that ZQXQ c XQZQ for z EM'. If e E D(ZQXQ) = QH n D(x) then 
zQxQe = QzQxQe = QzxQe = QxzQe = QxQze = xQzQe 
- using the fact that zx C xz - and so ZQXQ C XQZQ, as required. 
Suppose t > 0. Then there exists p E MP such that p'}-{ C D(x) and r(l - p) < t, by 
the definition of r-measurability. Put e = p /\ Q, then 
and 
TQ(Q - eQ) = r(Q - Q /\ p) = r(Q V p - p) ~ r(l - p) ~ t 
- -
which shows that XQ is TQ-measurable. Thus MQ C MQ. 
It also follows from this calculation that 
µt(QxQ) - inf llQxQpll 
pEMP 
r(l-p):5f 
> inf llQxQ(Q /\ p)ll 
pEMP 
r(l-p)9 




On the other hand, if eQ E (MQ)P and TQ(Q - eQ) ~ t, then by putting · 
p = (1 - Q) + QeQ 
we have that r(l - p) < t and llQxQpll = HxQeQll· Hence 




Thus µt(XQ) = µt(QxQ). 
Now suppose~ E MQ. Choose {xnQ} C MQ such that XnQ 
QxnQ is Tern-Cauchy; say with limit x EM. Clearly x = QxQ. 
TQcm 
--+ ~. Then by (6.17) 
Fort> 0, 
µ2t(~ - XQ) < µt(~ - XnQ) + µt(XnQ - XQ) 
µt(~ - XnQ) + µt(Q(xn - x)Q) 
µt(~ - XnQ) + µt(QxnQ - QxQ) 
--+ 0 
as n--+ 00. Hence~ = XQ, and so MQ c MQ. 
It now follows that 
while 
MoQ = {xQ: x EM, µt(x)--+ O} 
Therefore the inclusion MoQ C MQo follows from the fact that if µt(x) --+ 0 then 
µt(QxQ) --+ 0, while the reverse inclusion follows from the fact that 
XQ = (QxQ)Q 
for any x EM. • 
Corollary 6.2.9 mp-ideals are preserved under reductions. 
Proof: Suppose P is a mp-ideal and Q E M". Recall (Definition 1.2.11) that the 
p-ideal reduction is the set 
PsQ = {PQ: p E P,p ~ Q} 
Suppose (PnQ) C P SQ and PnQ T~m PQ E MQP. Then by definition Pn < Q and by 
Lemma 0.3.4 we may suppose p ~ Q. Then 
µt(P - Pn) - µt(QpQ - QpnQ) 
- µt(Q(p "'.""" Pn)Q) 
- µt((p - Pn)Q) 
µt(PQ - PnQ) 
--+ 0 
Thus Pn ~ p, and so p E P by hypothesis. Therefore PQ E P SQ· • 
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6.3 The T-Calkin algebra 
We have already seen that µ00 is a *-algebra semi-norm on M, hence a *-algebra 
norm, also denoted by µ00 , is canonically induced on the quotient M/ M 0 • We call 
(M/ Mo, µoo) the r-Calkin algebra. · 
It follows from (6.10) that M/Mo is non-trivial (and has unit 1 +Mo) iff r(l) = oo. 
We henceforth assume that this is indeed the case. 
Note that if f : [O, oo) ---+ [O, oo) is a continuous increasing function then by [FK86] 
Lemma 2.5 we have µt(f(lxl)) = f(µt(x)) and so 
(6.20) 
Hence, by putting f(t) = t 2, we have that µ00 satisfies the canonical C*-algebra type 
property : 
(6.21) 
We will show that M /Mo equipped with the norm µoo is indeed a C* -algebra. 
We have already noted that M = M + M 0 • Furthermore, note that for any such 
decomposition 
X = X00 + Xo 
of an operator x E M, we have that 
The following result, of which we make extensive use, shows that this lower bound on 
the norm can always be attained. This decomposition is suggested by the decomposition 
described in [GK69] II §7.2 and §7.3. In the case that M = 8(1i) the decomposition 
below reduces to that one. 
Lemma 6.3.1 Suppose x EM. Then x has a decomposition 
X = Xoo + Xo 
where x 00 E M, Xo E Mo such that 
Proof: We first suppose that x is positive. Let 
so X 00 EM and 
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Then we put 
Xo - X-Xoo 
[x - µoo(x)) e(µ 00 (x),oo)(x) 




A de.\+µ 00 (x)(x) 
Then we have 
and so 
dt(xo) = dt+µ 00 (x)(x) 
It follows by (6.13) that dt(x0 ) < oo for all t > 0, and so x E M 0 • 
If x is not positive, let x = vlxl be the polar decomposition, and consider the decom-
position lxl = lxl 00 + lxlo as above. Then 
x = vlxl = vlxloo + vlxlo 
and vlxlo E Mo and 
while as previously noted, the reserve inequality is guaranteed. The result follows. • 
Remarks 6.3.2 (1) It follows from Lemma 6~3.1 tha~ffeo is a C*-algebra : it 
is clear that absolutely summable sequences ill (M/ Mo, µ 00 ) can be identified 
with absolutely summable sequences in (M, 11·11); the result then follows by the 
completeness of (M, ll·ID and the continuity of the canonical maps 
(M, 11·11)-+ (M, Tcm) -+ (M, µoo) -+ (M/ Mo, µoo) 
(2) As already noted, the given decomposition is the best in the sense that it gives 
the smallest possible value for the norm of x00 • Moreover, the decomposition in 
the best in a stronger sense, namely that it gives the smallest possible generalised 
singular function. This follows from the fact that 
for all t > 0. 
However, the decomposition is not unique under the given conditions : 
Suppose M = £00 , with T the canonical trace. Then M = M and Mo = Co· We 
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show that l has arbitrarily many decompositions satisfying the given conditions. 
Indeed, for any sequence 1£ where 
one has that 
l = (l - 1£) + 1£ 
with 1£ E eo, and 
Ill - 1£11 = 1 = µ00 (l) 
(3) One should also note that since 
we have that 
for all t > 0. 
Proposition 6.3.3 For any x E M, 
µoo(x) = inL !Ix - xoll 
xoEMo 
Proof: Since µ00 is a serninorm and Mo is the kernel of µ00 , it follows that 
µoo(x - xo) = µoo(x) 
for all x0 E M 0 • Hence by (6.4) we have that 
µoo(x) = inL µoo(x - Xo) ~ inL !Ix - xoll 
~EMo ~EMo 
Conversely, Lemma 6.3.1 constructs x0 E Mo for which 
µoo(x) = !Ix - xoll 
Note then in particular that the given infimum is attained. 




Proof: For any x E M we can decompose x = Xoo + Xo where Xoo E M, Xo E Mo. 
Define 
~ : M --+ M/ Mo : x--+ Xoo +Mo (6.24) 
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~ is well defined since if 
X = X001 + Xo1 = X002 + Xo2 
where Xoo1, Xoo2 EM and Xo1, xo2 E Mo then 
by Corollary 6.2.4. 
It is then easy to verify that ~is a *-algebra homomorphism onto M/ Mo, with kernel 
Mo. Hence a *-algebra isomorphism~: M/Mo-+ M/Mo is induced. 
Finally 
µoo(Xoo) 
inf_ llxoo - xoll 
xoEMo 
inf llxoo - xoll 
xoEMonM 
inf llxoo - Xoll 
xoEMo 
Thus ~ is isometric. • 
6.4 The functions qt and q00 
In. this section we generalise the work on the function qx considered in Section 4.2. We 
move out of the setting considered in Section 4.2; instead of examining a norm closed 
ideal in M we rather consider Mo, which is a measure closed ideal in M. That the 
operators in this setting are unbounded (that they are not everywhere defined) does 
cause certain technical difficulties; but these are overcome reasonably easily. 
We obtain results quite similar to those in Section 4.2. However, our work here is 
not simply a isomorphic copy of the· previous results, making use of Theorem 6.2.3 or 
Corollary 6.2.4 or Theorem 6.3.4. Firstly, we consider a parametrised version of the 
quantity qM0 , namely qt, and consider µt as a parametrised version of a (where a is 
relative to M 0 ). T,his is where one of the main obstacles to implementing Theorem 
6.3.4 lies : if ~ is the map considered there and ,it sends an operator x to x00 , then it is 
certainly a consequence of that theorem that 
where a is relative to Mo; however, it is of course not the case that µ1(x) = µ 1(x00 ) for 
all t > 0. So once we consider the parameters these results can play no role. 
Secondly we replace the quantity qMo by the quantity q00 , which takes on the same value 
as·qMo on bounded sets, but can also discriminate usefully between certain unbounded 
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sets, that is, take on finite values for certain unbounded sets. This will be discussed in 
greater detail later. 
As we shall see, it is appropriate to consider 1i to be equipped with the topology of 
convergence in measure as defined by Nelson - [Nel74]. Recall that this vector topol-
ogy (which we also denote by Tqn, as there is no danger of confusion) has as basic 
neighbourhoods of 0 the sets 
1i(f, t) = {e E 1i: 3p EM" such that llPell :5 f, r(l - p) :5 t} (6.25) 
where f, t > 0 are allowed to vary. 
We will also have occasion to consider such sets where f = 0 or t = 0, and it is easy to 
see that 
1i(O, t) = LJ{p1i : p EM", r(p) :5 t} (6.26) 
and 
1i( f, 0) = f.81' (6.27) 
although we stress that these sets are. not neighbourhoods of the topology. 
Recall that Nelson represented the abstract completion M as an algebra of (everywhere 
defined) operators on the abstract completion of 1i equipped· with the topology of 
convergence in measure. Of course M has a concrete realisation (as shown by Marianne 
Terp in [Ter81], and in fact by Nelson - see the remarks at the end of Section 2 in 
[Nel74]), but this is not the case for the completion of 1i, and so the approach of Nelson 
is somewhat unsatisfactory, as pointed out by Terp - [Ter81] page 24. In fact, Terp 
identifies M without any reference to T cm on 'Ji. For our purposes a middle road is 
most suitable: we make full use of Tcm on 1i but do not consider the completion. The 
principal reason for the suitability of this approach is the fact, demonstrated in the next 
proposition by making use of the generalised singular function, that the r-measurable 
operators are continuous with respect to the restriction of this topology to the domain 
of the pertinent operator. The argument is inspired by one of Nelson's : see [Nel74] 
Theorem 1, the proof of (17'); or [Ter81], the proof of Proposition 5(ii). The reader is 
also in this regard referreCl back to the proof of ( 4.23). 
Proposition 6.4.1 Suppose x E M. Then 
(6.28) 
for all f, t.i, t 2 > 0. It follows that 
X: (D(x), TcmlD(x)) -+ ('J:l, Tcm) 
is a continuous operator. 
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·Proof: · Suppose f, ti,t2 :> 0 are given. Let e = eµ1 ~ (x)( Ix* I); then 
and 
µt1(x) = µt1(lx*I) =·lllx*lell = llx*ell = llexll 
Suppose e E D(x) n 1i(f, t2), so there exists f E MP such that 
r(I - f) ~ t2 and llfell ~ f 
Let 
q = N((I - f)x*) = 1 - R(x(I - f)) 
Note that we have that 
qx = qxf 
Put 
p.:....eAq 
Now we have that 
-1 - q = R(x(I - f)) "'R((I - f)x*) ~ 1 ~ f 
and hence 
r(I - p) = r((I - e) V (1 - q)) ~ r(I - e) + r(I - q) ~ r(I.:.. e) + r(I - f) ~ t 1 + t 2 
Furthermore 
• 
We now discuss the appropriate analogues of the function qz discussed in Section 4.2. 
There we saw that qz is essentially determined by boundedness and the members of I 11 • 
Here we make adjustments.to both of these determining factors. 
Firstly, it is clear that· since the operators we consider are now unbounded, many of 
the sets of interest· - for example the images of norm;.bounded sets - will in general 
be unbounded. We have already noted that the members of M are continuou~ with 
respect to the measure topology when restricted to the domain of the operator. Hence 
we can anticipate that boundedness in this 'topology will be more appropriate than 
· norm boundedness. 
Definition 6.4.2 ({Nel74]} 
. A set B C 1i is said to be bounded in measure if it is bounded in the topology of 
con,vergence in measure. 
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(a) q1(B) ~ t iff there exists p E MP such that r(p) ~ t and BC p(B) + t8?t. 
{b) qoo(B) < t'iff there exists p E MP such that r(p) < oo and BC p(B) + t8?t. 
Of course the proof of the above Proposition follows the lines of Propos~tion 4.2.3 - in 
this case we make an appeal to Proposition 6A.l to show that the set p(B) is bounded 
in measure. Therefore· we omit the proof. It follows that for any B C 1i 
qt(B) = 7-(t-p)9 { 




inf pEM" supeeB !!Pell if Bis bounded in measure 
q00(B) = T(l-p)<oo . 
oo . otherwise · 
(6.33) 
But these formulas are not valid for sets that are not bounded in measure: consider the 
set p1i, where p E MP, r(p) < oo. 
We should note at this point that besides being a parametri8ed ve~sion of qMo, the func-
tion qt does have another motivation. It Is quite simply an analogue of the generalised 
singular function, this time in the space 1i equipped with the topology of convergence 
in measure. Indeed, for x E M, the generali~ed singular function can be described by 
means of the formula 




We have used the notation q00 not ~mly to remind us of (6.31), but because q00 is distinct 
from .the quantity qMo· Of course we have that 
. { inf pEM" supeeB lli>ell if Bis bounded in norm 
qM
0
(B) = T(l-p)<oo . · . • 
oo · otherwise . 
and remembering that any norm bounded set is bounded in measure, it follows that 
qMo and q00 agree .. on sets that are bounded in norm, and that q00 takes on finite 
values on (some) sets that are bounded in measure but not norm bounded. As has 
been previously indicated this is. very desirable as many sets arising in applications are 
bounded in measure but not in norm. 
However, everything is not so simple. Recall that for B C 1i we have that qMo ( B) < oo 
iff Bis norm bounded. One might expeet that q00(B) < oo iff Bis bounded in measure. 
Unfortunately this is not the case, as shown by tl;ie following example~ Thus the class 
of sets for which qoo(B) < oo is in general properly included in the class of those which 
are bounded in measure. 
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-1~------=====::::::::~~---iiiiiiiiiiiii---
We now establish the analogues of Propositions 4.2.2 and 4.2.4 for the function qt. 
Proposition 6.4. 7 Suppose B, Bi, B2 C rt, a EC. 
B1 C B2 => qt(B1) ~ qt(B2) 
qt(aB) = lalqt(B) 
qt(B'H) = 1 
max{qt1+t2 (B1);qt1+t2 (B2)} < qt1+t2 (B1 U B2) < max{qt1 (B1);qt2 (B2)} 
qt1+t2 (B1 + B2) < qt1 (B1) + qt2 (B2) 







Proof:.· These formulae are eit_her obviou_s or follow in a similar way to those appear-
ing in Proposition 4.2.4. 
For example, to show (6.37) : it follows from (6.34) that 
qt1+t2 (B1 U B2) ~ max{qt1+t2 (B1);qt1+t2 (B2)} 
Conversely, suppose that for i = 1, 2 we have Pi E MP such that r(l - Pi)< ti and a 
measure bounded B; C Pi rt such that Bi C B; + f.;81t. Then the same argument as for 
(4.19) shows that -
qt1+t2 (B1 U B2) :5 max{f.1,f.2} 
' because r(p1 V P2) <ti+ t2. 
The others follow similarly and so the proofs are omitted .. 
By taking limits in the equations above we obtain: . 
Bi CB2 => qoo(B1) < qoo(B2) 
· q00(aB) - lalqoo(B) 
qoo(B'H) - 1 
qoo(B1 U B2) ~ax{qoo(B1); qoo(B2)} 
qoo(B1 + B2) < qoo(B1) + qoo(B2) 
qoo(B) - . q:X,(B) 








In (4.15) it was pointe4_ out that if I is norm-closed then qz is a convex q-function. 
It can be seen that this relies on the fact that the absolutely convex hull of a norm 
bounded set· is norm bounded, which results from the fact that the norm topology is 
locally convex. Since the topology of convergence in measure is not necessarily locally 
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and the result follows. 
( c) The proof of this is identical to that of ( 4.24 ). 
By taking limits in (6.46) we obtain: 
for x EM. 




for x E M, ·n C D(x) such that q00 (B) < oo. Note that this equation also shows that 
the latter class of sets is invariant under the operator, as is the subclass of T-totally 
bounded sets (included in the domain of the operator). 
By combining equations (6.49) and (6.50), we obtain the following corollary: 
Corollary 6.4.9 The following are equivalent : 
(a) x E Mo 
(b} xB is T-totally bouJ1.ded for every BC D(x) such that q00 (B) < oo 
(c) x[D1(x)] is T-totally bounded 
As before (6.50) fails for arbitrary B included in the domain of the operator. Consider 
any p E MP such that T(p) < oo. Then for any t 1 > T(p) and any t 2 > 0 we have 
qt1+t2 (p1t'.) = oo, but 
This is not a very interesting example, as the set p1t'. is unbounded in every sense. The 
following example shows more : that (6.50) cannot be extended to the class of sets 
that are bounded in measure. In fact, we find a T-compact operator that sends the set 
previously discussed in Example 6.4.6 - bounded in measure but not having a finite q00 
value - to a similar such set. Once again (6.50) fails by virtue of the agreement that 
0. 00 = 0. 
Example 6.4.10 Let 1t'., M and B be as in Example 6.4.6. Let 
Then certainly g E Mo. 
00 1 
g = L r.;; X[n,n+t) 
n=l vn 
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To show that q00 (g(B)) = oo it suffices to show that if we are given A E E such that 
m(A) < oo then for all f ::2:: 1 there exists n, a> 0 such that 
llXA1 9 fn,all~ ::2:: f 
Choose n E N such that 
1 
m(An [n,n + 1)) < -
4m 






00 > m(A) 
00 
> L m(A n [n,n + 1)) 
n=l 
1 00 1 







m(A n [n,n +a])~ m(An [n,n + 1)) ~ 
4
m = 2 




- m(A' n [n, n +a]) 
a n · 
> (-!-)2 !_ a 





The above also pro:vides the example promised after Theorem 4.2.5 by considering the 
bounded function gas a member of the norm closed ideal M 0 • 
6.5 Geometric characterisations of r-compact op- . 
erators 
1.._ 
We now aim to generalise some results of Kaftal ([Kaf77] Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.3) 
and Stroh ([Str89] Proposition 2.4). We are faced with the problem that the operators 
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Let p =PM - N(x). It is clear that Xjp?i is one-to-one. 
We show that Xjp?i is onto qH.. From Lemma 6.5.1 we have that 
Hence 
range(xjp?i) - range(xp) 
- range( XPif) 
- x[x-1 (qH.) n D(x)] 
- x[x-1 (qH.)] 
- qH. n range(x) 
- qH. 
Finally we note that since N ( xp) = 1 - p and R( xp) = q, 
q = R(xp),..., R((xp)*) = 1 - N(xp) = p 
Theorem 6.5.3 cf. {Kaf77} Theorem 1.3 
The following are equivalent :-
(a) x E Mo 
{b) x[D1(x)] is T-totally bounded 
{c) xB is T-totally bounded, for every BC D(x) such that q00 (B) < oo 
{d) If q E MP and qH. C range(x) then T(q) < oo (generalised Calkin condition) 
{e) lfp E MP and xis bounded from below on pH. then T(p) < oo 
• 
(f) For all f. > 0 there exists p E MP such that llxpll < f., T(l - p) < oo (generalised 
Rellich condition} 
Proof: The equivalence of (a), (b) and (c) was established in Corollary 6.4.9. 
(c) => (d) Suppose q E MP, qH. C range(x). By Lemma 6.5.2 we can choose p E MP 
such that p ,..., q and 
Xjp?i : pH. n D(x) -+ qH. 
is bijective. It is clear that Xjp?i is a closed operator, since x is closed. Thus Xjp?i is 
one-to-one, has closed range, and is closed. Hence by the Banach Isomorphism Theorem 
Xjp?i has a bounded inverse, and so 
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is bounded. Thus 
x[(xlPHt1[q1i n BH]] = qrt n BH = qBH 
is T-totally bounded, by hypothesis. Thus by Corollary 6.4.9, T( q) < oo. 
(d) => (e) Suppose p E M 11 and xis bounded from below on prt. It is then clear that 
· range(xp) is closed, since xis closed. If we define q = R(xp) we have 
q1{ C range( xp) C range( x) 
and so T( q) < oo by hypothesis. Furthermore N(xp) = 1 ~ p. Thus p ,...., q, and 
T(p) < 00. 
(e) => (f) Suppose l > 0 .. Put p = e((lxl}. Then llxpll :5 £,and xis bounded from below 
on 1 - p. Thus T(J - p) < oo by hypothesis. 
(f) =>{a) Suppose l > 0, and p is as indicated. Then 
·implies that 
e((,oo)(lxl) ~ 1 - p 
and hence T( e((,oo)(lxl)) < oo. Therefore x E M 0, by Theorem 6.2.3, since t was 
arbitrary. • 
Corollary 6.5.4 Suppose y EM, x E M 0 , and range(y) C range(x). Then y E M 0 • 
Proof: Immediate from Theorem 6.5.3 (d). • 
It is well known that for a positive compact operator on a Hilbert space, the s -number 
sequence is made up of the eigenvalues of the operator, arranged· in decreasing order and' 
counted according to multiplicity. It then follows by the classical theorem of Riesz that 
the spectrum is exactly the closure of the s -number sequence. The following theorem· 
generalises this observation to the 7"-compact, operators. · 
Theorem 6.5.5 Suppose 0 :5 x E Mo. Then 
u(x) = {µt(x): t > O} (6.51) 
Proof: Suppose t > O, To show that /it(x) E u(x), it suffices to show that 
sup u(x) n [O, µt(x)] = µt(x) 
since u( x) is closed. 
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Throughout this section we consider an operator x E M, and suppose <P(x) E M is 
any operator for which!_ -1.(x) E M 0 • Thus <P(x) is a bounded operator in x + M
0
• 
Furthermore 7r : M --+ M /Mo denotes the canonical quotient map. 
It is clear from Theorem 6.3.4 that x is Fredholm relative to Mo iff <P(x) is Fredholm 
relative to M 0 ; hence u( 7r(x)) = u( 7r( <P(x))), where of course the first essential spectrum 
is relative to Mo and the second relative to M 0 • 
What is not evident is that the following characterisation of the M 0-essential spectrum 
of a self-adjoint operator in M can be deduced directly from its 'bounded' analogue -
Theorem 2.1.4 - by use of Theorem 6.3.4. However, this characterisation is obviously 
derived in a manner quite similar to the bounded case, as the reader may easily verify. 
This characterisation then coincides with the (unmotivated) definition of the essential 
spectrum given on page 4 of (HN91]. 
Proposition 6.6.1 Suppose x E M"a. Then 
u(7r(x)) ={,\ER: r(ep-~,,\+~J(x)) = oo for all n EN} (6.52) 
It is now clear that (2.23) generalises to M 0 , while (2.24) is in fact generalised in 
the crucial (6.12). Furthermore, (2.25) also generalises. This relies crucially on the 
previously mentioned fact that (2.2) generalises in full, as seen in Proposition 6.3.3. 
For the same reason, we find that Theorem 2.1.10 generalises to the following result: 
Theorem 6.6.2 µ00 is unique amongst the seminorms o on M satisfying 
(a) o has kernel Mo 
(b) o(x) < llxll for x EM 
(c} o(yx) ~ o(y) o(x) for y, x EM 
Olsen ((Ols84]) has developed a complete Fredholm and index theory relative to any 
closed ideal I in a von Neumann algebra. It is clear that the elementary characterisa-
tions of Fredholm operators given by Olsen (Theorem 2.2.5 for example) generalise to 
the Mo case. 
We now discuss the index theory of Olsen. For x E M the index is defined as 
i(x) = dim(N(x)) - dim(N(x*)) (6.53) 
where dim is the dimension function of Tomiyama, relative to I, discussed in (Ols84) 
§5. Of course the function 
i(x) = dim(N(<P(x))) - dim(N(<P(x*))) (6.54) 
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will define an index in M relative to the ideal M 0 • 
We now show that this index has a concrete formulation, namely that it coincides with 
the function (which in the meanwhile will bear a different name) 
index(x) = dim(N(x)) - dim(N(x*)) (6.55) 
For any x EM, let x = vlxl be the polar decomposition of x, and let 
lxl = lxloo + lxlo 
be the decomposition for lxl constructed in the proof of Lemma 6.3.1. Then 
x = vlxloo + vlxlo 
It is clear from the construction given in the lemma that 
N(lxl) = N{lxloo) 
and so 
R{lxl) = R{lxloo) 
since both operators are positive. Thus 
v*v = R{lxloo) 
and so by the uniqueness clause in the polar decomposition theorem ([KR86] Theorem 
6.1.11) the operator vlxl00 is in polar decomposition form. Thus 
N{x) = N(lxl) = N{lxloo) = N(vlxloo) 
and 
N(x*) = 1 - R{x) = 1 - vv* = 1 - R(vlxloo) = N((vlxloo)*) 
Hence index(x) = i(vlxl00 ). But by standard reasoning, as for example seen in the 
proof of Theorem 6.3.4, we have that 
vlxloo - </>(x) E Mo 
Hence by [Ols84] Theorem 7.4, 
index(x) = i(vlxloo) = i{ </>(x)) 
It follows that the index theory of Olsen extends completely to an index theory for 
elements in M modulo Mo. 
Remaining with the theme of Fredholm operators, we again have an Atkinson-type 
characterisation in the Mo case, generalising Theorem 2.2.7. 
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Theorem 6.6.3 Suppose x E M. 
(a} If x is left Fredholm with respect to Mo then there exists y E M, e E MP such 
that r(l - e) < oo and yx = e 
(b) If x is right Fredholm with rf!Spect to Mo then there exists y E M, e E MP such 
that r(l - e) < oo and xy = e 
(c} lfx is Fredholm with respect to Mo then there exists y E M,ei,e2 E MP such that 
yx = ei, xy = e2, r(l - ei) = r(l - e2) < oo, and e1 "'e2 
Note that from the construction given in Theorem 2.2.7 we can ensure that the operator 
y is indeed bounded. 
Theorem 2.2.8, Corollary 2.2.9 and Corollary 2.2.10 generalise easily. 
Finally, we mention that the function q00 can be applied to operators that are left 
Fredholm with respect to Mo in a manner like that in Chapter 4, and we arrive at the 
following results: 
Theorem 6.6.4 x E M is left Fredholm with respect to Mo iff there exists c > 0 such 
that 
q00(xB) ~ C q00 (B) 
for all sets B C D(x) such that q00 (B) < oo. The largest possible value of c is m(x), 
where m(x) is defined in the same way as for ideals of bounded operators. 
Corollary 6.6.5 For any x E M, 
q00(xB) (6.56) m(x) = inf 
BCD(ir) q00 ( B) 
O<qoo(B)<oo 
6. 7 Commutativity of the trace 
One of the most basic questions one can ask in non-commutative integration theory is 
the extent to which the trace r is commutative, that is, for which x, y E M do we 
have r(xy) = r(yx). In the elementary theory of the trace class ideal (as developed in 
(Tak79], for example) we quickly learn that if x E H(M) and y EM then both xy and 
yx are of course members of H(M), and r(xy) = r(yx). 
It is also shown that r is a continuous linear functional on H(M) when equipped with 
the 1-norm i.e. the norm 
(6.57) 
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and so r extends to a continuous linear functional on .C1 (M), which is the completion 
of H(M) in this norm. For this reason, the commutativity result mentioned above then 
holds for x E .C1(M), y EM. 
As indicated, we are interested in how far this commutativity result can be extended. 
In this section we show that if x,y E M and xy,yx E .C1(M) then r(xy) = r(yx). 
This result has actually been shown in [BK90]; nevertheless we include it here since the 
techniques used are somewhat different to those of Brown and Kosaki. Our strategy is 
in fact an extension of that of Proposition 3.4 of [DDP90] where it is claimed that if 
one of the operators is in Mo and the other is in G(M) then the stated result holds. 
In fact, there is an error in the proof of this proposition, for there it is claimed that 
if x E Mo then x commutes with e(~,nJ(lxl) for n E N. This is false, as the following 
example shows. 
Example 6.7.1 Let M = 8(£2 ) equipped with the canonical trace. We follow the 
convention of representing multiplication operators in 8(£2 ) by the corresponding £00 
sequence. 
Let 
x: (ai, a2, a3, ... ) -+ (a2, a3, 0, 0, ... ) 
That is, x = pl where p = (1, 1, 0, 0, ... ), and 1 is the left shift operator. Then x E Mo 
since r(p) = 2. 
Denote the right shift operator by r. Note that 
1 1 1 1 
lxl = (x*x)2 = (l*pl)2 = (rpl)2 = (0,1,1,0,0, ... )2 = (0,1,1,0,0, ... ) 
Therefore 
and so e<t,21(lxl) = lxl. 
Thus 
while 
et(jxl) = { I~ lxl 
for t < 0 
for 0 ~ t < 1 
for t ~ 1 
We will show our result by building up a number of cases. The argument exploits a · 
number of the facts about Mo that we have already seen. The proofs of each of the 
cases are quite similar, and in them we follow the essential idea of [DDP90], which is 
a clever use of the non-commutative Dominated Convergence Theorem. We now state 
this theorem, which was first proved by Fack and Kosaki in [FK86], in the form used 
in [DDP90]. 
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Theorem 6. 7.2 Suppose (xn) C .C1(M), Xn ~ x E M and µt(xn) :5 f(t) E £ 1(0, oo) 
for all n EN. Then x E .C1(M) and llxn - xiii_. 0. 
To begin with we isolate a simple result which we will use a number of times. 
Lemma 6.7.3 Suppose x,y EM. Then 
(6.58) 
Proof: Suppose x = vlxl is the polar decomposition of x. Then lxl = v•x and so 
Proposition 6.7.4 Suppose x EM, y EM and xy,yx E .C1(M). Then 
r(xy) = r(yx) 
Proof: Let x = vlxl be the polar decomposition. For any fixed n E N, let 
f (t) = { 0 for t :5 ~ n ! for t > l 
t n 
Then /n(lxl) E M, since fn is bounded, and 
For brevity we will denote e(!,,oo)(lxl) by Pn· 
Now xy E .C1(M), thus 
PnY = fn(lxl) lxly = fn(lxl) v• xy E .C1(M) 
since fn(lxl) v• EM, xy E .C1(M), and .C1(M) is a M-module. 
Now lxlPn !!.:.U lxl as n --. oo and so 
11.11 
XPn = vlxlPn _. vlxl = x 
• 
as n --. oo. Therefore XPn ~ x since the measure topology is we.aker than the norm 
topology, and so 
XPnY ~ xy and yxpn ~ yx 
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by the Tcm continuity of multiplication. Since lxlPn = Pnlxl we have that 
and of course 
µt(YXPn) ~ µt(yx) 
Thus by the Dominated Convergence Theorem we have that 
and 
Since T is II· II i-continuous, we have 
r(XPnY) -+ r(xy) and r(yxpn) -+ r(yx) 
Since PnY E £ 1 ( M) and x E M we have that 
Also, since yx E C1(M) and Pn EM we have that 
Therefore 
r(xy) = lim r(XPnY) = lim T(PnYX) = lim r(yxpn) = r(yx) n n n 
as required. • 
Proposition 6.7.5 Suppose x E Mo, y EM and xy,yx E C1(M). Then 
r(xy) = r(yx) 
Proof: Suppose x = vlxl and y = wlyl are the polar decompositions. As before 
denote e(~,nJ(lxl) as Pn· Since x E Mo we have that (x Pn) C H(M), while of course 
(y en(lyl)) CM and 
Therefore 
yen(lyl)xpn ~ yx and XPnYen(lyl) ~ xy 
by the continuity of multiplication in M. 
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Since 
µt(XPnYen(lyl)) ~ µt(XPnY) = µt(lxlPnY) = µt(Pnlxjy) ~ µt(lxly) . µt(xy) 
and similarly 
µt(Yen(fyl)xpn) ~ µt(Yx) 
we have by the Dominated Convergence Theorem that 
XPnYen(lyJ) l!Jii xy 
and 
(I I) ll·lh yen y xpn ---+ yx 
Since T is 11·1'1-continuous, we have that 
T(XPnYen(lyl))---+ T(xy) and T(Yeu(lyl)xpn)---+ T(yx) 
Since XPn C H(M), yen(lyJ) CM, we have that 
T(XPnYen(lyJ)) = T(yen(lyJ)xpn) 
Therefore 
a.s required. 
Theorem 6.7.6 Suppose x, y EM and xy,yx E .C1 (M). Then T(xy) = T(yx). 
• 
Proof: We decompose x into a member of M and a member of M
0
• Suppose 
x = v~xl is the polar decomposition. 
Let Xoo = xea(lxJ) and let Xo = x(l - ea(lxl)), where a > µ
00
(x). Since 1 - ea(lxJ) E 'P,,. 
it follows that 
X = X00 + Xo, Xoo EM, Xo E Mo 
Since xy E .C
1
(M), we have from Lemma 6.7.3 that lxly E .C1(M), and therefore 
x00y = vea(jxl)jxjy E .C1(M). Further YXoo = yxea(lxJ) E .C1(M). 
Likewise XoY, YXo E .C1(M). 
Therefore we have that 
T(xy) - T(XooY + XoY) 
- T(XooY) + T(XoY) 
- T(YXoo) + T(yxo) 
- T(YXoo + YXo) 
- T(yx) 
by ~aking use of Propositions 6. 7.4 and 6. 7.5. • 
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